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State announces snow clearing plan
FRANKFORT — When snow
falls in Calloway County, state
transportation crews will be out to
clear the roads.
To help motorists plan their
winter driving,the Transportation
Cabinet has announced which
roads will be cleared first.
State crews will clear US 641
first.
The next roads to be cleared are
KY 94, K%921,the U.S. 641 bypass
and KY 1327.
Other state maintained roads

will follow.
The roads are cleared as soon as
precipitation becomes significant.
Crews set out with salt or plows to
clear the top priority roads first.
The priority system is based on
the traffic carried by the road.
Top priority roads include interstates, parkways, urban expressways and other state roads
with exceptionally large volumes
of traffic.
Second priority roads are state
primary roads, bypasses and
roads with slightly less traffic.

State secondary roads, rural
secondary roads and other routes
with equal traffic fall into the
third category.
Remaining state roads are
cleared after —these categories
have been treated.
The Paducah district office is
responsible forclearing the roads
in Calloway County.
Motorists can plan their trips
more safely by using top priority
roads whenever possible during
bad winter weather.

Slammer bill called for in session
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Xy.(AP) — The
legislator who was criticized for
killing a tough drunk driving bill
during the 1982 session of the
General Assembly now wants a
measure offered if there is a
special st-ssion.
The request was made by Rep.
Aubrey Williams, D-Louisville, to
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., who has
the power to call such a session.

Williams did not indicate what
type of bill he has in mind.
He is chairman of the interim
Judiciary-Criminal Committee
which has started public hearings
on proposals to toughen drunk
driving laws.
Williams, who also headed the
committee last winter, blocked
passage of a measure which would
have required a two-day jail
sentence for first offenders
He acknowledged he has "taken

a lot of heat" because of that
stand.
Williams contended the original
version was not thought out
logically and would have had effects not anticipated, such as
overcrowding of jails.
Last summer, he ordered a
series on public hearings — one in
each congressional district — on a
drunk driving measure.
But at the time, Williams said
(Continued On Page 2)

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
With its eyes on the future, the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
made it obvious 'Thursday night
that becoming one of the most efficiently equipped and staffed
medical facilities in the region
would rank high on its list of
priorities for objectives and goals.
Tin bsoilel's board of commission= Wiled unanimously to pursue the purchase of an Argon
Laser and Fragmatone in addition
to its currently filed certificate of
need for a CAT-SCAN(a computer
analysis device designed to
enhance images for observation
prior to any type surgery I.
According to Dr. Bill Hart, the
two pieces of equipment are
necessary for the treatment of
eye-related diseases. "The Argon
Laser," he said, "is being used
more and more. The equipment
was designed primarily for
diabetes-related retina problems,
but has been widely used recently
for glaucoma — an eye disease
characterized by continued loss of
vision resulting from increased
pressure on the eyeball."
Hart noted the only other
machines of this type are currently located in the Nashville, St.
Louis,and Lousiville areas.
Hospital Administrator Stuart
Poston commented that should the
equipment be placed on order immediately, they could possibly
take delivery by next spring.
In related business, the commissioners agreed to continue with
their progress toward housing the
new CAT-SCAN by autherising the
preliminary plane for an expan-

Son where the device will he
located.
"We're talking nine months at
least to build the addition. And if
we are actually Oft Ilkomad with
the CAT-SCAN parebese we need
to continue with this phase ol
work." stated Poston "This
should put us on a comparable
time-table with delivery of the
machine."
The board felt the action was
necessary for two reasons. Explained Poston. "Naturally, it
would be financially feasibk to
get started as soon as we can," lie
said. "Secondly, it is my
understanding that four others
hospitals nearby are in the process of appplying for a mobile
machine. Those being Mayfield.
Paris, Benton and Martin," he
remarked.
In other action, the board voted
to donate a Dual Probe Scanner,
now surplus, to a new X-Ray
School being established in
Paducah by the vocational school
there. Poston stated that the
machine was currently taking up
space at the hospital and would be
beneficial to the students study in
Paducah. "We have advertised
the equipment in various places,
but have been unable at this time

frost again
Frost warning tonight. Today
sunny and cool. High in the mid
to upper 50s with light winds.
Tonight clear and cold with
frost likely. Low in the low to
mid 30s with calm winds Saturday sunny and a little warmer
High in the upper SO• to low 110s
with light winds
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Park board names
new officers
At its regular monthly meeting
Thursday, the Murray-Calloway
County Park Board elected new
officers. Elected were Dave
Howell, chairman; Bill Bailey,
vice chairman; Florence
Hudspeth, secretary; and Mark
Blankenship, treasurer.
In other business, the board
adopted guidelines for
"Christmas in the Park" displays.
The guidelines — including fees —
were mailed to all advertisers who
sponsored displays last year. The
board also discussed the possibility of having an arts and crafts
festival in the spring next year.

to find any takers'
In closing. Poston informed the
board of two new nrunburemeats
programs scheduledto go into effect during the next fiscal year
"Blue Cross-Blue Shield and
Medicare have announced these
changes in consinction with •
government incentive to hospitals
to cut beck on their costs." he explained
Several medical facilities are
already engaged in the change, it
was noted "However, we won't
become involved until April." he
said
Briefly explaining the differences, Danny Walters. controller, called the move the 'biggest change since Medicare will
established" in the early S.
"The three-year plan is based
on diagnosis," he commented "H
Is set up on a flat rate regardless
of the Urns a patient is in the
holoPflal-"
Poston noted that in all reality
the hospital does stand a chance of
(Continued On Page 3

COMEDIAN ARRIVES —
World famous comedian Rod
Skelton arrived in Murray today
and attended a press conference
this morning as a preview to his
entertainment date scheduled for
Saturday at 8 p.m. in Murray
State University's Racer Arena.
Skelton will be attending the HSUSouthwest Missouri football
game, Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in
Roy Stewart Stadium.
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Photographer sees craft as'door opener'to life

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
To say photography has been a lifelong hobby for Wally Warlike does not really bring his
feeling for the craft into focus.
Warnke's pictures have been more than a
pastime; they have been both chronicles of
and influences on his full and varied life.
While he drove trucks across the American
landscape, worked on an Indian reservation,
and played on a history-making basketball
team, his camera was distilling the experiences into photographs.
"Every church gathering, everywhere I
went, the camera was always there," reflects
Warnke, perhaps seeing new pictures as he
surveys the woods surrounding his home near
New Concord. Photography, he says, has been
"a door-opener all my life."
It has remained important even in his
retirement. President of the area camera
club, Warnke has been restoring old
photographs for the Calloway County Public
Library. Examples of his work can currently
be seen in the lobby, in a display on local
education prior to 1930. Future exhibits on farming and genealogy are planned, he said.
Warnke's romance with the photograph
began in the early 1930s, when he was in
junior high up in Michigan City, Ind. The
boyfriend of one of his sisters showed him a
photo processing kit with which he'd had little
success. Wally, being mechanically inclined,
helped him make a print with the aid of his
parents'"Aladdin" lamp.
"It made him happy and to me it was a
revelation," Warnke recalls. "To look in that
dish and see pictures appear..."
The two boys then made heart-shaped pictures for Valentine's cards, and Wally bought
himself a $2.96 box camera at Walgreen's.
"From then on I was off and running."
He carried that enthusiasm for
photography with him when be graduated
from high school and began working as a
truck driver for a moving company. One of a

group of truckers who "gypsied" for the company, Warnke drove through all 48 mainland
states and recorded their beauties on film.
The song that describes "seeing the country
through a Windshield" is "more true than
anyone would think," he said.
Warnke also began taking pictures of
"mom and pop eating places" the truckers
would stop at, and printed up post cards for
the proprietors. He acquired such a reputation that he eventually had a company print
them up for him. People along the road also
hired him to take pictures of their homes,
families, and pedigree farm animals.
If photography to him was a love, trucking
was "a paid vacation" of which he never
tired, and he was once named U.S. Truck
Driver of the Year. The two activities meshed
well, for taking pictures made him friends to
relieve the monotonous miles.
During the early '40s Warnke's vocational
vacation was interrupted by a stint, not with
the Marines, but with one of the most
remarkable basketball teams of the era. For
while Wally was too tall for the draft's 8'6"
limit — he looms 6'10" — he was just the right
size for a team dreamed up by his former high
school coach. It was a team that would pack
college arenas and topple some of the top cage
powers of that time.
Wally and his brother Don, also 6'10"(they
had another brother 6'6", and a sister 6'4"),
played high school ball for Loren Ellis at
Michigan City. When Ellis became coach at
Valparaiso University, he asked Wally to attend school there and lured Don away from St.
Mary's in Texas. He told them they would be
part of a famous team,the first team made up
entirely of tall players.
If Ellis was seeking fame and notoriety, he
got them both. His was declared the world's
tallest basketball team, and Don and Wally
the tallest brothers in the game. The lineup of
towering Hoosier boys poured in points at
about twice the going rate by hauling down rebowids, heaving the boll up-court and stuffing

it in. They also blocked shots and shamelessly
goal-tended while it was still permitted.
And, while they often played smaller
schools, they also knocked off some major
powers. They defeated Long Island at
Madison Square Garden, robbing their foes of
some 37 baskets by goal-tending. That prompted the sacred "mythical cylinder" rule the
following year, Warnke says.
The team also ended the winning streak of a
DePaul squad that featured George Mikan,
one of pro basketball's early greats. With
Wally and Don double-posting him, Mikan
was held to just a few baskets.
Don went on to play pro with Cleveland and
Detroit, and later coached at Valparaiso
himself.(He coached former MSU coach Cal
Luther.)
Wally returned to the road, then went back
to college briefly before his life was almost
ended when he suffered carbon monoxide
poisoning on the team bus. He was sent to
Arizona to recuperate, and suffered recurring, excruciating headaches. A friend helped
wean him from medication by staying up with
him till all hours, talldng under the desert
stars about anything until the pain would subside. .
In the desert he learned to watch and
photograph animals, and eventually started
trucking again, hauling asphalt, jet fuel and
other commodities to California and back. He
had married, and in the early Vs had a son,
Wally, and a daughter, Debbie.
Warlike quit driving after an accident in
195$. He tried dispatching for a time, but that
only made him miss his work more. It was
then he changed careers by turning to his
abiding friend. photography. He went to work
for a Flagstaff photographic store, selling
audio-visual equipment. Among his
customers were schools in the Navajo and
Hopi Indian reservation. The Wiens provided fascinating new subjects for his lenses.
He became involved with photo restoration
(Continued On Page 2)

PHOTOGRAPHY BUTT — Photography has hese only a pert ti
the life of Wally Wartike.
Staff photo by Chsries Haw
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Authorities check fingerprints
on tainted bottle of Tylenol
By BRENDA H.INGERSOLL
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — The FBI

is
checking for fingerprints on a
newly found bottle of cyanidetainted Extra-Strength Tylenol,
while police hope to find the
unknown purchaser — who may
have escaped death by tstning it
in,
Police Superintendent Richard
J. Brzeczek announced Thursday
that the bottle — one among hun-

dreds of thousands.turned in by
customers or swept from store
shelves after seven deaths from
cyanide-tainted Extra-Strength
Tylenol — contained more than a
dozen capsules laced with the
poison.
He said the 50-capsule bottle had
been turned in to Dominick's
Finer Foods in Chicago, just
several hundred feet from the
Walgreen's drug store where one
of the seven victims, Paula

Gemayel heads home
ROME (AP) — Lebanese President Amin Gemayel heads home
today after visiting Italy, France
and the United States to seek a
tenfold increase in the Lebanon
peacekeeping force and billions of
dollars in aid for his troubled nation.
Gemayel's one-day visit to Italy
included a private audience with
Pope John Paul II at the Vatican,
as well as meetings with President Sandro Pertini and Premier
Giovanni Spadolini.
The main objectives of the
three-nation trip were to muster
political support for an increase in
the peace force sent to Lebanon
last month and for withdrawal of
the Israeli, Syrian and Palestinian
forces whose fierce clashes turned
Lebanon into a bloodied battleground this summer.
Gemayel also has asked for $12
billion in long-term economic
assistance to help rebuild his nation, invaded June 6 by Israeli
troops sent to rout Palestine
Liberation Organization guerrillas from their Middle East
power base.
The Roman Catholic pope spent
an hour with the 40-year-old
Lebanese leader, a Maronite
Christian.
He endorsed Gemayel's efforts
to rid Lebanon of the three hostile
armies, telling him the nation
should strive "to regain real independence and full sovereignty
of the Lebanese state on the whole
of its national territory."
Without naming any specific
countries, .Gemayel declared:
1

"The troops and armed elements
which sought to impose on
Lebanon certain annexation or
dismemberment can no longer
refuse to evacuate its territory."
Israel has said it will not
withdraw its troops until it has
iron-clad guarantees that its
border with Lebanon will be protected. The order in which the
Syrian, Israeli and PLO forces are
to be withdrawn also is at issue.
Foreign Minister Emilio Colombo said Italy was studying
Gemayel's formal request that
more troops be sent to Beirut,
where 1,200 U.S. Marines, 1,600
French troops and 1,000 Italian
soldiers were deployed following
the slaughter Sept. 16-18 of hundreds of Palestinian refugees.
Gemayel wants to increase the
number of troops on the multinational force to about 30,000 and extend their responsibilities outside
the capital.
A spokesman for French President Francois Mitterrand said the
Paris government also is receptive to contributing more soldiers.
But U.S. Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger balked at the
idea of dispatching more Marines.
-There is no real reason why only these three countries need to be
the ones involved in assisting,"
Weinberger told The Associated
Press in an interview Thursday in
Washington.
He indicated it was unlikely that
more Marines would be sent to
Lebanon and called on other countriesto share the burden.

Prince, purchased her 24-capsule
bottle.
Investigators hope to identify
the customer who returned the
bottle, which was turned in
without its usual box, said Illinois
Attorney General Tyrone Faliner,
who heads a task force investigating the poisonings.
Dominick's employees kept
records on each individual who
returned Tylenol, he said.
Brzeczek said a "peculiar
thing" about the newly discovered
bottle was that its lot number —
MC2880 — was the same as the
medication taken by four victims,

who lived in the suburbs. He did
not elaborate on what he meant by
"peculiar."
The number of tainted capsules
— which Brzeczek said was
"about 13" — was larger than in
any other previously found bottle,
he said.
The bottle was sent to the FBI in
Washington, where it will be subjected to "the most sophisticated"
tests available in hopes of finding
fingerprints that might help solve
the case, he said.
Fahner said "well in excess of a
couple of hundred thousand" bottles have been tested for cyanide
by chemists, with the remainder
likely to be completed by next
week. Thursday's discovery was
made by a lab testing the capsules
under contract to McNeil Consumer Products Co., the maker of
Tylenol.
McNeil officials said they had
no comment on the latest
discovery.
.It was the second discovery of a
cyanide-laced bottle that was not
connected with a death. On Oct. 1,
authorities announced they had
found a tainted bottle culled from
the shelves of an Osco Drug Store
in suburban Schaumburg.
Merchants swept Tylenol products from their shelves and turned them over for testing when
Mayor Jane Byrne issued a ban
Oct. 2 on all Tylenol products.
Mrs. Bryne said Thursday that
"the ban will continue" until it is
certain that it is safe to put
Tylenol products back on the
shelves, according to the police
superintendent.

SWEATER
SALE

NEW PROGRAM DIRECTOR — Susan Bray Mason has been named the new Calloway County Public
Library Program Director replacing Lynn Hewitt, who has accepted a position at Murray High School. A
native of Paducah, Mason is a Murray State University graduate who majored in social work. She is married
to Keith Mason, a graduate accounting student at Murray State. Her office is housed in the Library Arts Annex where Children's Story Hours, Art Workshops and other programs are scheduled. In addition to
children's programming, Mason will work with older citizens, classroom groups and scheduled library
events.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Back wages won't up postal rates
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. Postal Service says its agreement to pay $400 million in back
wages to mail carriers will not
force it to increase postage rates.
The Labor Department on
Thursday announced the terms of
the court agreement, which will
mean an average payment of $500
apiece for some 800,000 past and
present postal employees.
It is the largest settlement ever
obtained for alleged violations of
federal wage and hour laws, the
Labor Department said.
A spokeswoman for the Postal
Service, who asked not to be identified, said that the agency had put
aside money to cover the back pay
settlement and that no hike in
basic postal rates is planned.
Labor Secretary Raymond J.
-.Donovan called the., agreement,
approved by U.S. District Judge
--Aubrey E. Rohmson,"i victory in
the best interests of both (postalr
employees and the American
public."
It "will result in fair and

Hospital...
(Continued From Page 1)
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showing a profit from the
changes.
Bonna Pierce, formerly of
Lima, Ohio, was introduced as the
new Director of Nursing during
the meeting. She comes to Murray
with 20 years experience at the
local hospital in Lima.
In her words, some of her first
major tasks will be working with
the staff and hospital at large.

That lawsuit and others filed by
private attorneys representing
20,500 postal workers charged that
the Postal Service had violated

Slammer bill...
(Continued From Page 1)
he did not expect concrete recommendations soon and hoped the
issue would not surface for any
special session.
"I would hope that nobody tries
to play politics with that issue," he
said in August.
Williams said Thursday that the
remark was based on the aSSumk.
lion that the hearings would extend for more than a year, would
produce views at both extremes
and that the information would be
difficult to gather.
"But the comments we have
been receiving are not that
diverse and we have been getting
much more data than we anticipated," he said.
He said in a letter to Brown this
week that he and the Legislative
Research Commission staff have
been working on the drunk driving
problem since last spring, compiling satistics from across the nation.
Williams said his committee

(Continued From Page 1)
by working for historical societies in Arizona.
He found he could "bring out stuff that wasn't

even there in the originals" in his darkroom
re-creations.
Eventually Warnke and his wife got the
urge to move somewhere nearer their
Midwestern roots, and at a relative's urging
moved to their present home in 1979.
Inevitably, Warlike became involved with
• the camera club here, and through that
association began his restoration work for the
library. It provides him plenty of work,and he
has a stack of old photos waiting for him as
soon as he finishes putting an addition on the
house.
Warnke savors his retirement as he enjoyed
his working years. Inside his home, portraits
of his children and grandchildren are
mounted proudly. His son, who learned the
craft from his father when in the third grade,
has recently revived bib interest in photo processing as he takes pictures of his young
children. Not too long ago, he asked his father
for advice on a new enlarger.
Wally was only too happy to oblige: He's
giving his son an enlarging package assembled from his own equipment. For the wonder of
that first print is clear in his mind's eye.

A flue fire Thursday night
resulted in no damage to the Debbie Gordon residence, located on
Highway 783 off Highway 121, according to Paul Lyles of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
Six men and three trucks
responded but the fire was extinguished before they arrived.
Squad members urged home
owners to be careful when burning
fires in the fireplace.

Crass to tell board
about Egypt trip

Your Choice

6

A report on Sally Crass' trip to
Egypt will highlight the Murray
Independent School Board
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Monday.
Other items on the agenda include personnel, correspondence
and the September activity
report.
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hopes to complete its hearings by
mid-December.
"As you showed a great deal of
interest in the problem during the
regular session, I am sure you are
anxious for the legislature to
toughen our laws on the subbiect,"
the legislator said.
"This is to advise you that itt the
event you decide to call us into
special session, we will be
prepared to produce sound, ra-"'-;
tonal and responsible legislation
that would make Kentucky the en-'
vy of the nation.
"Therefore, please consider this
as a formal request to include the
subject of driving under the influence in your special call."
So far, Williams' committee has
held a hearing at Northern Kentucky University, where he said a
new bill would satisfy relatives of
drunk driving victims.
Also at that hearing, Williams
said the bill that failed raised constitutional questions.

Warnke...

House not damaged
by flue fire
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we and overtime provisions4if
the Fair Labor Standards Act.
The settlement also resolved the
private lawsuits.
Donovan said that the Postal
Service set up a contingency fund
in 1978 for this purpose and that
the 800,000 workers "can expect to
receive money due them within
the next six months."

equitable treatment for postal
workers," Donovan said. The settlement resolves a suit filed
against the Postal Service by the
Labor Department in 1978.
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Some 50 teachers
behind on loans;
cars may be sold
Nearly 50 people in eivtern Pennsylvania, most of
them teachers,face hating their cars sold to satisfy
their indebtedness for the educations which make
them employable. They owe the federal government for student loans or overpayments under G.I.
bill and have failed to make or stick to arrangments
to pay off these debts to fellow Americans.
In the first ten days of the program conceived of
nd executed by U.S. Attorney for Eastern Pennsylvania Peter Vaira in Philadelphia, U.S. marshals impounded 17 cars, including a Lincoln and a
Porsche. Debtors in all cases hastened to recover
them by paying up in full or making arrangements
to pay off their debts.,
We congratulate Mr. Vaira. As assistant U.S. attorney Virginia Powell said; "This is the best attention getting device...ever used." The Dept. of
Justice has endorsed going after the automobiles of
those who owe Uncle Sam for their educations, calling the technique to the attention of other U.S. attorneys across the country
Until these educational loans are paid,
thousands of would-be students are denied college
by the selfishness of their elder brothers and
sisters. there is no excuse for student loan debtors
with jobs to deny opportunity to those coming after.
them.

America's crime:
drunken driving
Drunken driving may be the crime most often
committed against society. Everybody who drinks,
drinks and drives. That's why effective enforcement of drunken driving laws is so rare. It virtually
has made this a nation of criminals. But it's time to
become law-abiding again.
Horror stories proliferate about persons killed or
maimed by drunken drivers. Usually, the person
who commits the crime is not a bad person. No injury was intended. He just stopped to celebrate a
promotion with the guys. Or she was showing off
her engagement ring over a few drinks. Or */
teen-ager'tried a'fete beers because the other IddS
were drinking. Then the drive home. Innocent
drinkers become victims themselves. Often they
victimize others.
Judges and juries have been lenient. But
Americans are getting less tolerant. Here's why:
*About 26,000 people are killed each year in
alcohol-related auto accidents, 775,000 are injured,
and there is $21 billion in property damage.
*Drunken driving literally is as dangerous as
war. More than 250,000 persons have been killed in
the last 10 years in auto accidents involving alcohol.
There were 53,513 American battle deaths in World
War I, 292,131 in World War II, 33,629 in the Korean
War and 47,752 in Vietnam.
These are cold figures. To get human data on
drunken driving, just speak to a co-worker or a
neighbor. The tragedy isn't far away — in their past
or your future.
Obviously, then, the nation should declare war on
drunken driving, if only in self-defense.
Congress has begun the battle with a bill that funnels $125 million to states that take stringent
measures against drunken driving. It requires that
states define as intoxicated anyone with more than
one-tenth of 1 percent blood-alcohol concentration.
The states would have to suspend drivers' licenses
for 90 days on the first offense, one year on the second, and require a 48-hour or longer jail sentence,
or 10 days of community service, for repeat offenders.
More can be done. States should increase
penalties for those found guilty after refusing
breath tests. Educational programs should be required and paid for by offenders. Public service
sentences and tougher fines should be imposed. Jail
should be mandatory for repeat offenders. These
self-defense measures should be instituted in every
state.
The reason why is simple: There are 145,972,000
drivers in America today. Annual alcohol consumption averages about 28 gallons per person. Any combination of those two is deadly. When an automobile
is fueled with alcohol, the road leads to the
graveyard.

FRANKFORT - While the average
Kentuckian may pay scant attention
to the legal battle between the governor and the Legislative Research
Commission, it could well become
one of the most decisive cases in Kentucky's political history.
The crucial question revolves
around the power of the governor
versus that of the legislature.
Historically, the governorship of
Kentucky has been one of the
strongest in the nation with a
legislature that had power only 60
days out of every two calendar years.
It wasn't until the interim
legislative system was created during the administration of Gov. Louie
B. Nunn that the legislature exhibited any independence or virility.
Since that time, the legislature has
given and has sought to take power
away from the governor and has
tried to exercise its claimed right of
approval.
The final decision will come down
to the interpretation of the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
The Legislature has given governors the right to reorganize state
government between legislative sessions by executive order, but must be
approved by the next session of the
General Assembly. The trouble is
that it can be almost two years between some of these changes and
there is no way to invalidate the actions down by the changed branch of
government even though the
Legislature should disapprove the
reorganization,
The Legislature now wants the
right of approval by the interim committee concerned.
Another example is the appointment of certain officials and board or
committee members. For example,
the appointment of members of the
Kentucky Thoroughbred Racing
Commission, or the most recent appointment of Mrs. Laura Murrell as
chairman of the Public Service Commission. The law says that the PSC
post Appointment is subject to approval by the Senate. However, this
body will not meet until 1984, other
than the short 10-day organization
session next January.
The Constitutional Amendment
setting up the annual sessions said
the odd-year meeting was for
organizational purposes and not
legislative. Other powers were not
specifically spelled out. It could be a
question whether or not the

looking back
Ten years ago
Murray High School Band won first
first place honors in Class A at
Mayfield Kiwanis Marching Band
Spectacular. Murray also was high
point champion of entire parade.
Deaths reported include Bun
Smith,75.
Murray State University's Golden
Anniversary Homecoming was Oct.
21. Jodie Graff of Sikeston, Mo., was
crowned as homecoming queen
before the football game with East
Tennessee with Murray winning 17 to
6.
Mary Lynn Morris was crowned as
Miss Woodmen Rangerette at first
pageant sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of Woodman of the World.
The Haunted House, sponsored by
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club, will be at a house at
1608 Hamilton Oct. 27, 28, 30 and 31.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Clell Peterson of Murray was
elected president of Kentucky Ornithological Society at three-day fall
meeting at Mammoth Cave National
Park Hotel. He also is president of
Murray Bird Club.
Deaths reported include Earl
Mathis,55, and Mrs. Walter B. Stiles,

83.
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Phyllis Ann Kendall, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kendall, was
awarded a scholarship by Callosmy
County Medical Auxiliary. She BA' a
nursing student at Murray State College.
State Rep. Charlie Lassiter spoke
at meeting of Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club at Murray Woman's Club House.
Dr. Jerry P. King, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James P. King, has been named
assistant professor in the Department of Mathematics at Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, Pa.
Thirty years ago
Anthony DeSimone,24, died yesterday after being injured in a truck accident near Eggner's Ferry Bridge
on Oct. 20.
Petit and Grand Jury Lists for the
coming term of Calloway Circuit
Court have been released by George
Weeks, Circuit Court Clerk for
Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Shoemaker of
Dexter will observe their 50th anniverearyr Oct. 26.

by s.c. von come
legislature has the power to approve
appointments during this emotion. It
wouldn't have to approve government reorganization because this requires legislation in ball form under
the present system according to the
governor's argument since he is saying in his view that legislation passed
in 1982 giving the legislature interim
power of approval is unconstitutional.
Under Gov. Wendell H. Ford. the
most sweeping reorganisation of
state government was made. The
legislature also gave Ford a blank
check on the spending of surplus that
went into the general find as well as
federal sharing funds.
This same power was Carried over
to Gov. Julian Carroll. Legislative
approved construction projects were
side tracked while some designated

by the governor were instituted The
Galleria and Arts Center in
Louisville are examples of this

the public The legislature mask, not
deny or step an action of the ea
truth'', department

The legislature has been trammed
particularty by Gov John Y Brown's
ignoring them and some statutes
Brown's purchase of the helicopter '
an example of spending money
without it being appropriated for that
purpose by the legislature
Highway commissioner Frank
Mett's letting of a contract for a
bridge on a turnkey bads the contractor furnishing the engineering
and all work ) in violation of statutes
Is another example
The legislature has appointed oversight committees. Up until the 1982
sesston of the General Assembly, the
only power they had was the right to
review, and report their decision to

The Legislature under its nialget
Review Committee wants the right to
halt or reduce what it might term ex
evasive or onwtse expenditures bet
wee sessions
Until recent years. once the
legislative had approved the biennial budget and gone home it had no
power until the neat legislative session
The crux of the court battle is Do
the representatives of the people
have any voice in government bet
vreen legislative sessions or is tiw
governor an autocrat limited only by
the Constitution""

elms Qom" mem Ilirms

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., Wed
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
incude a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I read a copy of a
newsletter put out by the National
Association of Older Americans in
my doctor's waiting room. I found it
to be very informative and also
entertaining. I would like to write to
this organization to find out a little
more about it, although I did notice
that they provide a group Medicare
supplement policy for their members
as well as a plan for ordering
prescription and over-the-counter
drugs at discount prices for their
members. Someone had torn off the

top of the newsletter, which I assume
had the address of the organization
on it. Can you find out their address
for me? C.C.
ANSWER: The address of the National Association of Older
Americans is 129 N. Cherry St.,
Eaton,Ohio 45320.
HEARTLINE: Was that senior
employment program that the
government sponsors been
eliminated in the cut backs' K.L.
ANSWER: The Title V Senior Community Service Employment Program has been saved from extinction
by the vote to override the President's veto of the Supplemental Appropriations Bill. The $211 million
authorization may have weighed
more heavily than any other factor
in assuring defeat of the President's
action.
Title V currently provides jobs for
54,200 older workers in community
service functions such as "Senior

capitol conversation
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.'s attempt the
other day to draw a parallel between
two federal grand jury investigations
— one involving many former state
officials and one touching on him —
may not have been far-fetched.
What the governor was trying to
get across was that many reputations
have been dragged through the mud
in the special grand jury's lengthy investigation of alleged state government corruption.
And now, he said, it was happening
to him because of a news leak that a
grand jury in Florida was investigating his withdrawal of large
sums of cash from a small bank near
the Miami airport.
Thus, the governor's anger has
focused not on the probe, of which he
said he was unaware, but the leak to
the press about it.
In that respect, the comparison
with the state investigation is valid.
After some four years of supposedly thorough checking of many former
state officials and political personalities, the investigation by the
Jury at Lexington has yielded little in
the way of indictments and convictions — and at an estimated cod of
$15 million or more to taxpayers
But because of widespread publicity, the jury's inquiry has had an
adverse effect on gumerous

Aides" and the Green Thumb projects. Income from the program
often provides the necessary margin
to prevent dependence on SS!, food
stamps, and other Federal and state
social welfare services
Although President Reagan made
last minute effort to separate the
fate o( Title V from other programs
in the Supplemental Appropriations
Bill by promising to Include the funding in a future package, legislators
had already determined the
significance of the program for older
workers and the impact of
the Older Americans
Pliminating
Act program on their own constituencies. "Members regarded the continued funding of Title V as too
critical to subject to any uncertainty'," according to Rep. Mario Biaggi.
Chairman of the Human Services
Subcommittee of the House Aging
Committee.

by sy Kimsey
witnesses who, although they may
have been involved only marginally
or innocently in state dealings, are
targets of continued leaks and gossip.
On the surface. Brown is far more
innocent. All he reportedly did was
take out his own cash -- $1.3 million
in two years by his estimate — from
the Florida bank. Odd, perhaps. but
he said his way of using the money is
his own business.
But such transactions, when not
reported to federal authorities,
arouse suspicions. Someone talked
and a federal inquiry began.
The next question is why was there
a leak' Brown said it had to come
from a federal official and that it
must have been politically
motivated.
As many know by now. Brown may
have presidential or vice presidential
ambitions and has been on the road
stumping for Democratic gubernatorial candidates
One of his latest sidelight triumphs
-- or at least it coincided with his
campaigning for the referendum was passage by Oklahoma of a parnmutuel wagering law.
And don't forget that recent
laudatory piece about Brown in
Reader's Digest, and occasional
mention in other magazines about his
ambitions for higher office.
The skeptics may retort that

Brown has only the wildest chance to
become president
Perhaps. However, his campaign
in other states to elect Democratic
governors has been gathering
momentum and Ls starting to attract
national attention.
A timely negative leak could
dampen the Kentucky governor's
credibility If there indeed was a
"dirty tricks" ploy, this might be the
reason.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Railroad Widows Still
Can Board Benefit Train

DEAR ABBY: I read you faithfully in the Williamson
(W. Va.) Daily News. In September 1981, your column was
headed, "Poll Steam Ahead for Railroad Widows." It
caught my eye because in 1930, when I was 16, I married
a railroad man. We were divorced in 1962.
The article went on to give me such good news! It read:
"Effective Oct. 1, 1981, remarried widows and divorced
wives, mothers and widows of railroad workers will become eligible for railroad annuities in the same dollar
amount and under the same rules as Social Security."
I could hardly believe my eyes! Had I not read it in your
column I would never have known about it. I had not been
informed in any other way.
You advised all women who qualified to write to the
Railroad Retirement Board, 844 Rush St., Chicago Ill.
60611.
I wrote immediately. After several letters back and
forth, I was informed that I was eligible for benefits, and I
have been receiving a monthly check ever since. It is such
a help!
How can I thank you, Abby?
MRS. MILDRED H. BEVINS,
PIKEVILLE, KY.

THE NEIGHBORS of Benton will be one of five groups giving of their time and
talent to sing at the benefit singing on Sunday, Oct. 24, at 1:30 p.m. at Murray
Middle School Auditorium, Eighth and Main Streets. They are (from left),front,
Sandy Wright,Sandra Lovett, back, Ray English, Jim Wright, Joe Moreland and
Ron Lyles. Admission is free but an offering will be taken for the MurrayCalloway County Need Line Church and Community Cooperative Ministry.
Dwane Jones will be master of ceremonies. Other groups to appear will include
The Wanderers Quartet of Dresden, Tenn., The Golden Aires of Murray, The
Kinsmen from Grace Baptist Church and The Prophets from Coldwater Baptist
Church. The public is urged to attend.

Students present program
The Calloway County
Future Business Leaders
of America Chapter met
Oct. 13 in the high school
cafeteria.
The program was
poresented by Gina Coy,
Carl Price, Karen Conner
and Caroline Steely.
New members were installed in the chapter by
participating in a formal
installation ceremony.
Over 100 members wre
installed.
Jill Mitchell gave a
report on the Free enterprise Fair held at the
Western Kentucky
University.
Tim Campbell and
Chuck Sallnges gave a
report on the Safety
Workshop held by the 4-H

of Mayfield.
Buddy Light introduced
Rema Peeler gave a the Future Business
report on the Spoke Con- Leader of America sellvention held in Louisville. ing project.

Cancer study released
BOSTON (AP) — A
new study confirms that
women in their 40s and
50s are less likely to
develop cancer of the
ovaries if they have used
birth control pills, researchers say.
The disease, most common among women in
their 50s, accounts for
about 6 percent of all
cancer deaths among
U.S. women each year. A
study directed by Dr

Anita Smith
of Murray
lost 22 lbs.
in 6 weeks
Anita decided to come to
Diet Center after a
friend told her that she
had lost wieght with the
Diet Center program.
Six weeks later Anita
looks and feels much
better.
She couldn't have made
a wiser decision...

Daniel W. Cramer of
Brigham and Women's
Hospital in Boston,
published in today's New
England Journal of
Medicine, said women in
their 40s and 50s who had
taken the pill were only 11
percent as likely to
develop ovarian cancer
as non-users.
Earlier studies have
suggested the pill protects older women
against ovarian cancer,
but the research is the
first to confirm it.

Mrs. L. J. Hortin was magazine itself, she
the speaker for the defined a hobby, stressed
Magazine Club as it the importance of the
resumed its activity Sept. American art of collec30, at the home of Mrs. ting and mentioned
George Hart.
famous collectors.
Pursuing the club's acMrs. Hortin referred to
tivity of the study of
the program book quote:
quality magazines, Mrs.
"Whether a man is a
Hortin discussed
plumber or an artist, a
Hobbies, the Magazine
musician or ah infor Collectors. Before the
dustrialist, his mission on
presentation of the
earth is to express the
creative forces within
himself." She alluded to
Thur-Thru-Sun
MURRAY
the extensive collection of
the hostess, Mrs. Hart.
OPEN 6:45
DRivE
IN
LS
- •S A
Her study revealed that
111111111Miremenamintek
Hobbies was founded in
1931 by 0. C. Lightner. It

Starring:
Linda Lovelace
and a cast
of thousands.
A

DIET
CENTER

Part Time Wife(R)

641 North The Village

presenting several of her
multiple honors from
high school to the present. In addition to being
a collector, free lance
writer and composer,she
has been invited to
membership in Two
Thousand Women of
Achievement-London,
England; Who's Who of
American Women; Personalities of the South
1974. In addition, she has
many poetry recognitions.
Mrs. Edwin Larson
Hobbies which were
distributed-4o the brought devotional
members. ic)1,11'1
- • thoughts from selections
Mrs. Olga Freeman in- taken from Quiet Corner,
troduced the speaker by Patience Strong; A book
was a realized dream of
the successful Kansas
business man to start a
publication covering all
aspects of the collecting
hobby. Two years before
his death, 1950, he
established the Lightner
Museum of Hobbies in
St. Augustine,Fla.
Currently, Dale K.
Graham is publisher and
editor. Upon contact from
Mrs. Hortin for information, as a courtesy to the
Club, he sent copies of

First Feature
Repeated Fri-Sat

Thur is 5"
A Carload

Western Kentucky Gospel Music Association will
sponsor a singing on Saturday, Oct. 23, from 7 to 10
p.m. in Baptist Student Union Building, Waldrop
Drive and Chestnut Street. Talmadge Martin and
Frank Sullivan will be masters of ceremonies.
Featured groups will include The Gospel Sounds,
East Prairie, Mo., The Visions and The Impressions, Paducah, The Liberty Boys, Benton, and The
Golden Aires, Murray. There is no admission
charge.

Blood River WMU to meet
WWI of Blood River Baptist Association, comFrom The Master of Suspense

JOHN CARPENTER

posed of churches in Calloway and Marshall Counties, will meet Monday, Oct. 25, at 6 p.m. at
Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly. A meeting will
follow the supper at 7 p.m.

PASS plans party
BARGAIN MATINEE
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri and Cine
All Seats $1.50

•

Everybody needs friends. For some practical tips
on how to be popular, get Abby's Popularity booklet.
Send $1 plus a long, self-addressed stamped (37
cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Gospel singing at BSU

PRO. RELEASE

NO CONTRACTS
NATURAL FOODS
NO SHOTS
I
NO DRUGS

"-

DEAR ABBY: I was glad to see that letter in your
column about the couple who had separate bedrooms after
10 years of marriage and didn't care what people thought.
I hung on to the edge of the bed for 10 years before I
had the courage to get twin beds, but it was either that or
my sanity. My husband was a restless sleeper who
thrashed around in his sleep like a wrestler. (He also
snored like a bull.)
We will be celebrating our 35th wedding anniversary
soon. Now that the kids have left home we have separate
bedrooms! Glory hallelujah! Now I can read until the wee
hours, or watch late-night TV while he snores his head toff
across the hall. He likes a cool room and I like it warm,
but believe it or not we are very compatible. And I still get
a thrill when he whispers in my ear, "Your place or mine
tonight?"
STILL LOVERS IN BUFFALO

Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Monday, Oct. 25, at 9:30
a.m. at the club house. Log Ann Philpot will continue the lesson on Quilting.
Hostesses will be Andrea Hogancamp, Veneta
Sexton, Katheryn Watson and Toni Hopson.

PRESIDENT

8-5:30 Sat. 10-1

• ••

of Daily Readings, G. T.
Maine; and Pocket Books

of Inspiration, Norman
Vincent Peale.
Vice president Frances
Brown conducted a
business meeting. She
called for a period of
silence and prayer in
memory of two recently
deceased members: Miss
Roberta Whitnah and
Mrs. E. B. Howton.
The club welcomed a
new member, Mrs. Euva
Alexander, and a visitor
of Mrs. Hart's, Mrs. Sha
Shi-Ta.n.don.
Refreshments were served by the hosterss.

dateb
ook
Deportment will meet

LINDA
LOVELACE

753-0020

DEAR MODEST: It would be more foolish than
obnoxious. In the first place, don't assinne that your
doctor "enjoys" checking for lumps. He gets as
much enjoyment from it as a grocer checking for an
overripe cantaloupe. You are paying for his professional expertise; use it to the fullest.

Mrs. Hortin speaker for Magazine club at the Hart home

She does
for politics
what she did
for sex.

YOU CAN
DO IT TOO'

Mon-Fri

DEAR MILDRED; Don't thank me. Thank Rep.
James L. Oberstar, 8th District, Minnesota, who
wrote to inform me that the law had just been
passed. He added, "And I can't think of a better
way of reaching the approximately 74,000 eligible
women than through the Dear Abby column."

DEAR ABBY I am a mamexl woman
wife,
and mother, who has always been overly modest. I just
hate going to my doctor for a physical — the kind where
you have to take off everything, get up on the examining
table, etc.
If I could do it myself, I certainly would. But, Abby, I
can check my own breasts for lumps, and I do.
Would it be obnoxious of me to tell my doctor I'd rather
do it myself? (Check my breasts.) I think be enjoys doing
this, as I am oversized.
MODEST TO A FAULT

Purchase Area Singles Society (PASS) will host a
Haloween party for singles, 21 and over, on Saturday, Oct. 23, at 8 p.m. at the Reidland Community
Center, Reidland. Featured will be music with a

local disc jockey,games and other entertainment.
Those attending are invited to wear costumes as
prizes will be awarded. Admission will be $1 per
person. For information call 1-898-6856.

Seminar scheduled

•

A -Leadership Seminar," a program to develop
leadership skills and gain commitment and
cooperation from employees, will be Friday and
Saturday, Nov. Sand 6,from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on both
dates in Cumberland Room, University Center,
Murray State University. The purpose will be to
help people understand thenecessary steps for increasing their own skills in managing interpersonal
relationships and becoming more effective leaders
within their organization.
Dr. George John Cheponis, counselor and assistant profressor of Rehabilitation Services at MSU,
will be instructor. He has been active in seminars in
Personal Dynamics for the past three years. For information call 767,3797, Department of Professional
Studies at MSU. The progra is approved for 14 contact hours (continuing education units) for Kentucky Nurse Recertification. Enrollment will be
limited.

Strong added to staff
The Rev. Bobby Strong has joined the staff of
Christian Fellowship Church, Briensburg, as
minister of visitation. He and his wife, Doris, and
their three children reside in Paducah. His deities
will include visitation and outreach. Dr. J.T. Parrish is senior pastor of the church.

STARRING TOM ATKINS
STACEY NELKIN

DAN °HERLIHY

the NEW BEAUTYREST
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BETTE
MIDLER
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Nmeacos a,440,

AMERICA'S
FAVORITE
TOOTSIE!
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The Ultimate Comfort Experience

•
•

•

or

TAT Miff

So he did

JEKYLL
-Cl HYDE
...together
again

•

The old Spaghetti Factory announces its
Gyros Dinners S. Sandwiches. Its marinated •

RICHARD GERE
DEBRA WINGER

AN
OFFKER
AND A
GENTLEMAN

•

I.

AT RIDGEMOPIT
HIGH
his amazing scientific
discovery and
show it up his nose

•

•
•

The unique individually pocketed coil construction of the
amous Beautyrest' mattress plus the new quality CORStruc
ton of the Adjustable Bed foundation and mechanesin rye you
unique comfort expel-pence A push of a button adgusts head
,r foot or both to one of a thousand positions The built to two
coeed vibrator soothes away tension telexes your whole body

ENIX INTERIORS
INC.
chwairtst.
Worm
753-1474

Beef, skewed, sliced off 1. served with s•
•
special white sauce.
•
We ere also :err* Cheese & *tick Pie •
Dinners.
•
"When you get tired of hamburgers,
try

gyros.

•

The Old Spaghetti Factory
Olympic Plaza Merrily

•

•

753-0003
•
•
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community events listed Deering-McKnight vows solemnized

Fridey,Oct. sx
Sunday.Oct. 34
&dinky.Oct_ II
Games will be played Chili Sapper by Street General Bapdst
at 8 p.m. at Murray Fellowship Qam of First Church
Moose Lodge.
United Methodist Chards
will be at 6:55 p.m. at the
Events in Lead Bet"I'm Herbert" and home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe imes the Lakes will is"The Amiable Parting" Keesiar.
Aide Waterfowl Idenwill be presented at
tification and Decoy
Robert E. Johnson Southwest Calloway Preparation at 2 p.m. at
Theatre, Fine Arts Elementary School for Woodlands Nature Center
Fruces Drake
Building, Murray State beginners will be from 2 and Quilting Bee at 1 p.m
FOR SATURDAY,
University. For informa- to 4 p.m. at Roller at The Homepiace-11110
OCTOBER 23,1182
Whet Wad id day will tomor- tion call 7624717.
Skating of Murray.
Gremlin Car Club will
row be T.fiad sat what the
Murray High School PArents and grand- meet at 1 p.m. at Murraysten say, read the forecast homecoming
events will parents may skate for 25 Calloway County Park
given ter your birth sip.
be throughout afternoon cents each.
This is open to any inARIES
and evening.
terested persons
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) ini
Giant Gospel Singing
4
Romantic feelings intensify
Southwest Calloway by Western Kentucky
Monday,Oct. 25
and career luck puts you in a Elementary School will Gospel Music Association Southwest Calloway
happy frame of mind: Advice have skating night at will be from 7 to 10 p.m. Elementary School PTC
you receive may be too Roller Skating of Murray at Baptist Student Union will host an open
forum
radical.
Building.
at 7:30 p.m.
for District I County
TAURUS
School Board Candidates
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Wesleyan Class of First Charter Member DinCreative types enjoy a pro- United Methodist Church ner of Murray Moose at 7 p.m. in cafeteria of
ductive time. Accept an in- will have a Halloween Lodge is scheduled at 6 school.
vitation from a co-worker. A party at 6:30 p.m. athome p.m.
with Dance featur- Creative Arts Departpartner has happy news and of Jackie and Sandy
Allen and Band ment of Murray Woman's
ilia
Lisa
good ideas.
Jones.
from 8 p.m. to-midnight. Club will meet at 9:30
GEMINI
a.m. at club house.
(May 21 to June 20
Square and round dancAn infatuation is likely, yet ing is scheduled at 7 p.m. Events in Land Bettime will tell if this person is at Lynn Grove Roller ween the Lakes will in- Community Chorus is
clude Road Races at 8 scheduled to rehearse in
for you. An opportunity for ex- Rink.
a.m.
near Center Fur- Choir Room of First
tra income should be innace; Flying Time at 9:30 United Methodist Church
vestigated.
Saturday,Oct. 23
CANCER
Purchase Area Singles a.m., Unendangered at 7:30p.m.
(June21 toJuly 22)
Society (PASS) will host Spcis at 2 p.m. and Deer
You may revise a home a Halloween party for Population '82 at Recovery, Inc., will
Woodlands Nature meet at 7:30 p.m. at
decorating scheme. Follow singles, 21 and
over, at 8
Center; Tanning at 1 p.m. Health Center, North
the lead of a romantic tie and p.m. at
Reidland Comat The Homeplace-1850. Seventh and Olive
you'll share happy times
munity Center.
together.
Performance by Red Streets.
LEO
Skelton
Murray-Ciallow
will be at 8 p.m.
ay
( July 23 to Aug.22)
Betty Sledd Group of
You'll gain valuable insights County Community In Racer Arena, Murray
First Baptist Church
into a romantic situation. You Theatre will have its se- State University.
Women will meet at 7
choose to catch up on extra cond fund-raising yard
Sunday,Oct. 24
p.m. with Mrs. Richard
work during your leisure sale on deck of Playhouse
Benefit
gospel
Crouch.
singing
in
Murray-C
alloway
hours.
County Park. For in- featuring five area
VIRGO
groups with Dwane Jones Blood River Associa(Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
formation call 759-1752.
as master of ceremonies tional WMU will have a
You'll pay any price for
something you truly value, but
Alpha Department of will be at Murray Middle dinner at 6 p.m. and
try not to go overboard. Love Murray Woman's Club School auditorium at 1:30 meeting at 7 p.m. at
and travel combine pleasant- will meet at noon at the p.m. Proceeds will go to Jonathan Creek Baptist
Murray-Calloway Need Assembly.
ly.
club house.
Line Church and ComLIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 41E1 Dexter Senior Citizens munity Cooperative
Friendship Sunday
You crave adventure, but
Ministry.
School Class of Westside
will
have
from
a
bazaar
9
opportunity lies around home
Baptist Church will meet
base You receive a giftfrom a a.m. to 5 p.m. at Dexter Tea shower for Mr. and at 7 p.m. in home of Carol
Center.
family member. Shopping is
Mrs. Larry Tidwell who Turner.
favored.
Alcoholics Anonymous lost home and contents by
fire will be from 2 to 5
Hazel and Douglas
and Alanon will meet at 8
SCORPIO
p.m. at home of Mr. and Centers will be open from
folt
western
p.m.
of
in
portion
(Oct. 2.3 to Nov.21)
Mrs. Tim Tidwell, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acYou may be hesitant to Livestock and Exposition
Highway 94 West one-half tivities by Senior
reveal yout feelings in love, Center.
mile pest Howard's Citizens.
bat otherwise are olitgoing
Store-Protemus
Read.
and positivi in outlook. Make
Murray Squar-AHawaii was admitted to
important calls or visits.
Naders will dance from 8
Gospel
singing
the
will
United States in 1958
be
SAGITTARIUS
to 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen
at 1:30 p.m. at Chestnut as the 50th state.
(Nov. 22 toDec.21)
of World Hall.
Romantic overtones color a
friendship. A busybody ac- Oaks Country Club will
We have 4 differeet varieties if
quaintance needn't be taken have four-man team golf
apples straight from the farm to yes
into your confidence, especial- scramble at 12:30 p.m.
it low, low prices.
ly about finances.
with chili supper to be
CAPRICORN
served by Calloway
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
'Chamber Boosters. For
A higher-up is picky, but reservations call 753-8766
We also have fresh apple cider and ell types of farm
your firmness of purpose im- or 7534454 by Friday.
fresh
produce available.
presses others. An invitation
to a special event makes you Baptist Young Women
happy.
of Sinking Spring Church
AQUARIUS
will meet at 2 p.m. at
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
4011 N. 12th
753-1214
Ufillbilly'Barn'
church.
Others may be too critical.
It's best to work quietly
toward the realization of your
goals. Romance is intriguing.
PISCES
47;?e2e
( Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(
Join friends at cultural
16th Street Merrey
events. Travel too is favored.
You may be forced to make
revisions regarding a business
COME TRY GRANNY'S
proposition.
REGULAR SPECIALS
YOU BORN TODAY are
charismatic and creative.
MON.—
Your hunches are often on the
Horn
Hocks
mark and you have pro& White Beans
gressive ideas.

4124<g

31ert

Ida

OPP41

41

$175

TUES;-Hobbs Discount Shoe
1303 Chestnut
Murray, Ky. 42071
10-5 daily 10-6 Fri.

Name Brand Shoes
for the entire family
at discount prices

Lasagna
Fish Dinner Reg $39i

$325
$259

Kentucky Lake
Catfish Served
Anytime
CCIOKihiwoue awn'

•
LIMITED OFFER'
COME IN FOR DETAILS'
Only on Hotpoint major Appliances
with approved credit
This is what you've hews waiting for
to shop for Christmas. Offer geed Herm* Oct.

The vrodding of Miss
Joyce Min Doering and
Gay Idaimsal
was ealemebed la a
church ceremony at the
Salem Baptist Church,
L,yen
Officiating at the
ceremony was the Rev
Michael Litz-ell
Music was prtssented
by Ms. Jenny Walston
Serving as attendants
were Ms. Sheri Easley
and Mike Stockwell.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Hugh Deering of Murray.
Grandparents of the
bride are Mr and Mrs.
Hubert Deering. Mrs.
Grace O'Bryan and the
late Breathitt Mitcherson.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs J I.
McKnight of Murray.
Grandparents of the
groom are Mrs. Ellen
McKnight and the late
Ted McKnight and Mrs.
Izell Mathis and the late
Mr and Mrs Guy Monnuel McKnight
E.C. Mathis of Doniphan,
Mo.
fellowship hall of the Dannetta Morris, Jenise
Reception
The new Mr and Mrs
Boyd, Lucy Deering and McKnight are residing at
A reception followed church.
Serving the guests were Lisa Garland
the ceremony in the
their home an RI

Cheerleader clinic scheduled Nov.6 at Poducoh Tilghman
Hundreds of
cheerleaders Kentucky,
Illinois and Missouri are
expected to assemble at
Paducah-Tilghman High
School., 2 4 th 8.
Washington Streets,
Paducah, on Saturday,
Nov. 6, for the 2nd Annual
One Day Cheerleader
clinic hosted by the
Tilghman cheerleaders
and their advisor, Fran
Perry. The program will
begin at 9 a.m. and end at
3:30p.m.
Instruction for the
clinic will be provided by
the World Cheerleader

Council of Dallas, Texas
It will feature Ms
Darla Lingle, a professional cheerleder Instructor for seven years with
the WCC.
Before joining the
World Cheerleader Council she was a member of
the Los Angeles Ram
Cheerleader Squad. She
is a native of Anaheim,
Calif., where she taught
at Anaheim High School.
Miss Lingle has traveled
25 states and Canada conducting summer camps
and one day clinics and

Beginning Sunday
October 17
We will be
open on
Sundays 1-5 p.m.
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

has taught over 25,000 other information may be
cheerleaders
obtained by writing to the
The program of in- World Cheerleader Counstruction will include new cil. P 0 Box 590113.
cheers, chants, -1111110, Dallas, Texas nM or
porn pon routines, calling 214-044340
mounts, cheerleader
All persons interested
techniques, sportsmanin attending this fun-filled
ship, crowd control, pep
learning session are urgassemblies, uniforms and
ed to make plans imleadership
mediately to share and
program
is open to exchange
The
ideas with
all persons, whether
%chock' from throughout
elected cheerleaders or
the state
individuals interested in
Students may register
learning more about
cheerleading for future at the door the day of the
clink if they are not able
tryouts
Registration forms and to register in advance

What's New At
Mr. Penguin?
1. Tommie awoke from $30.00 to
$112.00
2. "New" Ledies Tuxedos For Holiday
Time
3. New Nem Prove. For Yoei
Special Grove

Mister Penguin
Tuxedo Rental and Sales

Mon. Sat. 10 6 p.m

Fridays ti! 8
- Sun. 1-5 p.m

VL

Jerry Hathcoch-Mgr.
612 Broadway,Paducah, K
444-6520
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Lunch menus for coming week released by food directors Study reveals cigarette smokers
School lunch menus for Friday — breakfast for marine sandwich. A plate or submarine sandtipmburger, corn on cob, catch flu more than non-smokers
the week of Oct. 25 to 211 lunch — sausage and variety of salads and wich, lettuce, french
applesauce, peaches;
have been released by
biscuits, scrambled eggs,
hash brown potatoes, butter, jelly, orange juice,
milk, or pizza, vegetable
soup and grilled cheese
sandwich. Chef salads,
cheeseburgers, french
fries, vegetables, milk
shakes,desserts, milk, iced tea, lemonade and
fruit drinks are available
daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — pilsa or
chicken fried Steak;
Tuesday —taco burger or
cheeseburger; Wednesday — hot dog or
vegetable soup and grilled cheese; Thursday —
cheeseburger or lasagna;
Friday — fiestada or sub-

Joanna Adams and Glenda Jeffrey, food service
directors for Calloway
County and Murray City
Schools respectively.
Menus are subject to
occasional change due to
availability of food, the
▪ directors said.
Menus are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Calloway High
Monday — country
fried steak w/gravy, pizza, chili dog; Tuesday —
lasagne, pizza, fish sandwich; Wednesday — fried
chicken, fiestada,
barbecue sandwich;
Thursday — burritoes w/•
chill, pizza, pizzaburger;

vegetables and other
items are available daily.
East,North
and Southwest
Monday — pizza plate
or chicken fried steak,
creamed potatoes, broccoli w/cheese, rolls, sliced peaches; Tuesday —
cheeseburger plate or
taco salad, lettuce,
tomato, pinto beans,
cheese, applesauce, g.
crackers; Wednesday —
hot dog plate or vegetable
soup, grilled cheese, dill
stip, cherry cobbler;
Thursday —
cheeseburger plate or
lasagna, pear salad,
whole kernel corn, french
bread; Friday — fiestacia

fries, Halloween dessert.
MURRAY CITY
Murray High
Monday — sloppy joe,
ravioli and french bread;
Tuesday — chuckwagon,
pizzaburger; Wednesday
— pizzaghetti, wiener
winks; Thursday — taco
and salad, chicken fried
steak; Friday — fiestada,
grilled cheese. Hamburger, pimiento cheese
sandwich, cheeseburger,
submarine, pizza, peanut
butter sandwich, salad
bar, a variety of fruits,
vegetables and desserts
and beverages are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — fiestada,

Tuesday — spaghetti and
french bread, hamburger, green beans,
mixed fruit,toned salad;
Wednesday — pizza,
cheeseburger, w.k. corn,
pears, mixed fruit;
Thursday — sloppy joe,
hamburger, creamed
potatoes, raisin cup; fruit
gelatin; Friday — submarine, hamburger, buttered potatoes, pineapple
chunks, pears. French
fries, ala carte line, milk
and lemonade are
available daily.
Carter and
Robertson
Monday — fish sandwich, beans, slaw, peanut
butter and crackers,
milk; Tuesday — pizza,
w.k. corn, pears, milk;
Wednesday — beefaroni
and french bread,
is a graduate of Kirksey peas, applesauce, green
milk;
High School and the Thursday
— hamburger,
daughter of the late Mr. roundabou
ts, fruit
and Mrs. Dee Drinkard.
gelatin, milk; Friday —
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman pimiento
cheese sandhave one daughter, Mrs. wich,
potato chips,
Gilbert M.(Kathy) Davis raisins, carrot
sticks,
of Murray, and two milk.
grandchildren, Rob and
Kimberly.

Betty Coleman named for honor by local club
Betty Drinkard Coleman was selected as
Business Woman of the
Day for Friday by the
Murray Business and
Professional Women's
Club as a part of the
club's observance of National Business Women's
Week.

Mrs. Coleman, wife of
James Coleman, has
been associated with the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home since 1963,
has been a licensed
funeral director since
1968 and presently is coowner of the funeral
home.

She is a member of the
Grace Baptist Church
and of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Mrs. Coleman is a past
member and past
secretary of the MurrayCalloway County Need
Line Association, Inc. She

BOSTON (AP) — People who smoke cigarettes
catch the flu snore and
get sicker than nonsmokers when stricken,
researchers say.
The study also found
that cigarettes play a major role in determining
whether people get sick
and miss work during
winter flu epidemics.
Doctors compared the
disability of smokers and
non-smokers during one
of these outbreaks, and
they attributed 31 percent
of the flu cases among
smokers to cigarettes.
"We conclude that
smoking is a major determinant of morbidity
(sickness)in epidemic influenza," they said, "and
may contribute substantially to incapacitation in
outbreaks in populations
that smoke heavily."
The research, done in
Israel, followed the experiences of 336 healthy,
young military recruits
during a 17-day outbreak
of a new flu strain in 1978.

The results were published in the Oct. 21st iisue of
the New England Journal
of Medicine.
Smoking already has
been linked to a variety of
other diseases, including
cancer, heart attacks and
emphysema.
Other studies have
shown that flu and wide
together account for as
much as half of all lost
work time by adults.
"Considering the enormous annual burden of influenza, particuarly during epidemic years, the
implications for prevention are striking," the
Israeli doctors wrote.
'The price paid in terms

Chili chicken recipe listed
as main dish for good dinner

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food tditor
GOOD DINNER
Chili Chicken & Rice
Giant Salad Bowl
Caramel Custard
and Coffee
Chili Chicken
Easy to make and one
of my new inventions.
31
/
2 to 33
'-pound
"'Abracadabra" was the magical formula of the Gnostic roasting chicken
religious sect of the second century used to invoke the
1 teaspoon salt
help of benevolent spirits to ward off affliction.
1 teaspoon paprika

c4)4PAcklA2Rel#

Ron &
Joyce's

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

THE MOVIE STORE

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY
9 oz. Choice Ribeye Steak $599

— Videocassette Rentals —
324-C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

OR

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

Chicken Fried Steak $2"
with country gravy
Both include: Choice of Potato & hot roll

exiw
Solid Wood Cabinets
& Raised Panel Doors
Birch.Oak
Walnut•Cherry
Guncoses•Mantles
Bookcases Kitchen
Cabinet Tops
Custom Built furniture
(4 furniture Refinishing
COMPETIVE PRICES-

and All you can eat

SALAD BAR

,ee-1

901-644-1003

Fall vi•pf
is

for
planting
TREES•SHRUBS
LAWNS • BULBS

ESH
NURSERY STOCK
Just Arrived For Fall Planting

753-5940
1212 Moin

at work days lost is cites
so large thet economic
considerations alaonj
n
should stimulate
smoking interventloi
policies In large in
dustrial and service
organizations."
Half at the people who
took part in the study
were smokers, and 09
percent of these young
men c.aaght the flu, compared with 47 percent of
the non-smokers.
The smokers' flu also
was more severe. Half of
the smokers who got sick
loot work days or required bed rest, compared with 30 percent of
the non-smokers.

*Hardy Cushion Mums
*Large Assortment of Bulbs

Chili powder
1 large (6 ounces)
onion,thinly sliced
1 large (6. ounces)
green
pepper (seeds
and white membranes
removed),thinly sliced
14 teaspoon ground
cumin
16-ounce can tomatoes
(undrained ), cut up
Wash and dry thicken.
Mix salt, paprika and 1
teaspoon chili puwder;
rub oyez skin side of
chicken. Arrange
chicken, skin side up, in
one layer in a buttered
131
/
2 by 8% by 1%-inch
baking dish.
Bake in a preheated
450-degree oven, uncovered;for 15 minutes;
baste chicken with drippings; remove chicken
from baking dish.
Turn oven control to 350
degrees. Into di-ippings in
baking dish stir onion,
green pepper, 2 tablespoons (or to taste) chili
powder and the cumin;
stir in tomatoes. Arrange
chicken, skin side up,
over tomato mixture.
Bake, uncovered, in the
350-degree oven until
chicken is tender
Sev
partly charred — 30
minutes longer. Makes 4
to 6 servings. •

JONES LANDSCAPING
2-5 kles-Set
753-1725

1-3 See Gustave Eiffel, who built
$1N. 1,2tyt h e Eiffel Tower, also
designed the right arm
of the Statue of Liberty.

20%

20%

OFF

OFF

Children's
Shoes

Children's
Warm-Ups

20% OFF

---20% OFF

on all children's

on all children's

Shoe
s
select from

Warm-Ups
Excellent selection
All colors & styles
sizes Small through Extra Large
select from

over 30 styles
sizes infant 2 through youth 5

Nike, Adidas, Wilson,
Court Casuals
lit Winning Ways

Nike, Adidas, Puma
Converse & Pony
4

Price Good Through Oct.30

SPORTING GOODS
Phone
753-8844

"Everything for that SPORTin your LIFE"

1203 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.

NEED IT?
RENT IT!
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RACER FORIVIR‘It
NALL) HOPKINS
Special Teams Player if the Week

Defensive Meyer of the Week

RACER'S LINEUP
Offense
SE-81 Stir Trice (5-11, 175, Jr, 1L)
LT-73 Edgar Currin (6-4, 260, Sr. 2L)
LG-63 Woody Simpson (6-1, 230,Sr. IL )
C-50 Dirk Bowman (6-2, 245,Sr.2L)
RG-79 Phil Poirier(6-3, 260, Sr. 3L
RT-77 Jeff Carty (6-3, 250, Sr. IL)
TE-85 Bart Robinson (6-3,235, Jr. JC)
Q/3-15 Winston Ford (6-2, 185, Sr. 2L)
TB-33 Monzell Jefferson (5-8, 175, Jr. JC )
FB-32 Jeff Terrence (5-9, 180, Jr. IL)
WB-22 Chris Biggers (5-10, 165, Jr. 2L)
Basic Alignment: Multiple
Defense
LE-49Glenn Jones (5-10, 205, Sr.3L
LT- Malvin Thompson (5-11, 205, Sr,IL)
LG-62 Mike Smith (6-2,235, Sr. 2L)
RG-9)Rodney Lofton (6-0,=5,Sr. 1L)
RT-67 Donnie Wilson (6-0, 215, Sr. 3L)
RE44 Jim Aercefield (6-0, 185, Jr. IL
LB-24 Donald White (6-1, 215, Sr. 3L)
LB-40 George Collins (6-0,205,Sr. 3L)
CB-48 Ronald Hopkins(5-11, 175,Sr.,3L)
CB-17 Greg Stewart (6-1, 190, Jr. JC)
S- 1 Ralph Robinson (6-0, 170,So., 1L)
Basic Alignment: Wide Tackle Six

BEARS' LINEUP
Offense
LE-88 Lynn May (6-0, 177, Sr.)
LT-76 Bob Schermer (6-3, 240, So.)
RG-79 Mark Potter (6-3, 220, Fr.)
C-55 Mike Panko (6-1, 230, Jr.)
RG-64 Mike Carroll (6-3, 220, Jr.)
RT-73 Mark Nelson (6-1,237, Sr.)
RE-80 Mike Truelove (6-4,224, Fr.)
.QB- 4 Greg Arterburn (5-11, 175, Fr.)
LH-20 Jeff Heppert (5-9, 183, Sr.)
FI3-34 John Finders (6-2, 238,Sr.)
RH-27 J.D. Ward (5-10, 188,Sr.)
Basic Alignment: Wing-T

baelitie
!
LE-30 Terry Gourley (6-0, 208, go.)
LT-99 Keith Odehrial (6-2, 252,Sr.)
MG-90 Bill George(6-0, 230, So.)
RT-72 William Bates(6-2, 230, Jr.)
RE-41 Darrin Newbold (6-2, 218,Sr.)
LB-.51 Bill Noriarty (6-0,225, Sr.)
LB-01 Tim Weisman (5-11,220, Sr.)
CB-16 Jim Kaufman (6-0, 187,So.)
CB-29 Doug Howard (5-11, 195, Jr.)
SS- 7 Robert Rycraw (5-10, 182,Sr.)
FS- 2 Mike Armentrout (6-0, 171, So.)
Basic Alignment: Fifty

BEFORE-Fri
AFTER THE
GAME - WHEN
MINUTES MATTER
LET MINIT MAR?
SAVE YOUR DAY!
All STUDENTS

I

Located on Hwy 641
North across from the
Reston Tea Party

WHEN MIN'

I

RACER SPEaALISTS:
KO-PAT-FG : 4 Jeff Lancaster
Punts:))lee Alford
Punt Returns: 46 Ronald Hopkins
Kickoff Returns: 44 Ronald Hopkins, 7 James
Yarbrough
Holder 3 Mike Borowtak

MURRAY STATE
vs
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI
Roy Stewart Stadium,
1:30 p.m. Kick•Off
THE GAME: Murray State will step out of conference action Saturday to host Southwest
Missouri in the first-ever meeting between the
two schools. Kickoff for Saturday's contest is
scheduled for 1:30 p.m. in Roy Stewart Stadium.
Tickets will be on sale at the stadium ticket office beginning at noon Saturday.
SPECIAL ACTIVITES: The game has been
designated as "Parent's Day" and parents of
MSU students will be invited to the game as part
of the Saturday activities which also include an
appearance by Red Skelton in the evening in
Racer Arena.

.4-04.4.0,e,
..
.

Punts: 3 Dale Etter
Punt Returns 2 /dike Armentrout
Kickoff Returns Mt Lynn May.7 Robert Rycraw
Holder: ITom Leeker

RACERS'SCNEDULE
ALSU 14,Southeast Missouri 4
14SU 0,Central Miamouri 10
WM 3, Tonnes.'Tech 7
MU 10, Morebsid State 13
ABU 7, UT Martin 10
AMU 9, Kiddie Tonosuse V
Oct. 23Southwest Miseourt, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 26 at Eastern Kentucky, 7 12 p.m.
Nov.6 at Austin Peay, 1 .30 p.m.
Nov. 13 Akron, 1:110 p.m.
Nov.10 Western!Unlucky,1:30 pan.

INJURY REPORT: MSU will be without wide
receiver John Walsh, defensive guard Rick
Gearhart, and defensive ends' Stefan Jones and
Todd Surber this week due to injuries they suffered in the hirsu contest. Chris Biggers will
move into the wingbacis spot while Jim
Piercefield will get the call at defensive end.

THE SERIES Murray State and Southwest
Missouri will play for the first time in history.
Murray States enters the contest with a 1-5 mark
while Southwest Missouri is 5-2 overall. Both
teams own wins over Southeasbablissouri. The
Racers lost to Central Mtissoqr4. a team
Southwest Missouri has defeated.*
THE COACHES: Murray State coach Frank
Reamer is 9-8 overall in his second season at the
Racers helm. Southwest Miasma's Rich Johannintimater has a 40-28-3 record Ls tilii.lsveotb
season with the Bears.

BEAR SPICIALSTS:no-PAT-PG 5 Greg Finley

AMU IN OVC STATS: Wide receiver Stan Trice
now leads the OVC in total receptions with Ill in
six outings. Trice hiked his total with 11 catches
last Saturday against Middle Tennessee. Ronald
Hopkins continues to pace the league in kickoff
returns with a 20.2 average. Hopkins also ranks
second in the league in punt returns with a 6.4
mark to his credit.

REARS'SCNEDULI
SWM 3. North Alabama 17
SWM 0, Northern Iowa 10
SWM 10, Hardirug
SWhi 51, Lincoln 3
SWM 44,Southeast Missouri 26
SWM 21, Central Missouri 3
SWlif 35, Western Illinios 3
Oct. 23 at Murray State 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 30 Nicholls State, 1:30 p.m.
Nov.6 Eastern Illinios, 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 13 at Southern Ilinios, 1:00 p.m.

STANDOUT SOUTHWEST MISSOURI
PLAYERS: The Bears feature a balanced offensive attack which includes the running of 236pound fullback John Finders, the passing and
running of quarterback Greg Arterburn and the
pass receiveing of end Lynn May.

•

MORE ABOUT SAW: The 1982 sestafin
. Is the first
for the Bears as an NCAA Division I-AA team
after many yars in Division II. SPAS is in its second as a member of the Mid-Continent Conference which also includes Northern Iowa,
Eastern Illinios and Western
A BEAR OF AN OFFENSE: Southwest Missouri
features a Wing-T offensive alignment which
represents a look Murray State defenses haven't
seen in several seasons. The Bears have won
their last five outings and outscored the last five
opponents by a combined 161-55 margin.

THE NOTEPAD: Saturday's game is the last of
a three-game home stand at Stewart
Stadium...the Riltopra rrn to ogriference action
next Saturday ta
lace Division IAA's top ranked
rft Kentucky.
...the
game will be televised nationally over WTBS
(Atlanta)...biSU has two home games remaining
as the Racers will hoist Akron ( Nov 13) and
Western Kentucky(Nov.20)

OVCSTANDINGS
Catieranceliones

Conthenee All
Standings Gamin

Eastern Ky..
4-0-0
Akron
3-1-4
' Middle Tennessee 2-2-0
Tennessee Tech
Racer Club Ftemindar: The next Racer Ong'
1-1-0
Youngstown State 2-3-0
meeting is Monday (6p.m.) at Seven Seas
Austin Pea y
Restaurant.
1-2-0
Morehead State
1-3-0
Murray State
0-3-0
See highlights of the MSU-SWM game Sunday
(10:30 p.m.) on the Frank Reamer Show on
,WPSD-TV.„

(Th

T.J.'s Bar-13-C1

NITH COUPONS

HAVE A REAL MEAL
AFTER THE GAME!!

suRtsiTuntnIFIsII.41N

ie

Z=1,LiF F
It's your tiny,to sh °airier

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
and
C AND S
Stripping

your audience in luscious
luminour lustre

s"
Phone ahead for carry out
convenient Drive through Window
Chestiwt, blerres

I Tr-

Pointer
DEAL WITH AN
INDEPENDENT AGENT
Various methods or
used to distribute insurance
protection. We subscribe to the independent
agency systems, because we believe it's the best
system for providing proper insurance coverage
and service
As on indepencienbt agent, we work for you, the
policyholder, not for State Auto or any other
cornpony. This means we have the flexibility to
offer you the protection best suited to your needs.
and at a reasonable price It's you we're
concerned about.
Check out the advantages of dealing with or
independent local insurance agent

PURDOM & THURMAN
INSURANCE State Auto Insurance dco,

'410

„o
ce
the
shoe
tre /

111,4 Cbestess

Go Get 'Ent Racers

Murray
Electric
System

A4DVSINIAN

• THE HOKE
• COMPANY

,

753-0045

Protection

401 Olive - 7534321

We d.stripe* and refinishing - Mose
polishing "'Male the.
COURT Sa. MURRAY NOWT !Ain
7534499

753 We

CMCgattr§

(11.41

*Design Service
*Nursery
*Greenhouse

753-1725
407 North 12th

Fall
is
for
PlaPting

CARROLL

M4104
OLS

Go Get Em
Racers!
Good Luck

From Mr. GatWs

JONES
LANDSCAPING

5-2-0
3-3-0
2-64
2-4-0
3-3-0
I-6-0

uENERAL LINE OF ANTIQUE

AND FANS

way 99 I

5-04
4-3-0

n+ique5

Reviler Hata, Roasti
Beef, Deli Subs end
Core Beef on Rye

KNIT MART
1

Offeasive Player ef the Week

Randy Thornton
Moat IL Air Cssmilitioakee
•

mowing. Air Condiuon.n9
Conwfwircioi itfOrverenon
Sheet Metal Worfc
Gutter Woe*

802 Chestnut 753-8181
Murray, Ky.

Diesel

Sasebo

West Kentticky s Economy Car Center

100 Chestnut

RABBIT

AIM

The Murray Insurance
Agency
Your conspkt• insurance agency
Noodles ill types if thereat'for
beshiesses end the family including:
•besiness package polities
•heelethesn
•artanelpile/recrestiesial vaidsiss
*farm ethers

Call us... 753-4751

zap

two las held Ilsomst Ilbes
ism*dip lein

•
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Series wasn't Worldly without Yanks

LIFTING EXPERIENCE — Stan Trice (81), Murray State
receiver, received
a lifting experience this week after catching 11 passes for 175 yards
against Middle Tennessee. The catches boosted him into second place in
the Ohio Valley Conference pass receiving standings,topped only by Eastern Kentuc
ky's Steve Bird.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

BURLEY

Not to take away from
he ranks second in the tends to distract some
the play of either St.
conference with 22 cat- players from the game at
Louis or Milwaukee, but
ches for 291 yards and a hand_
several people in both
3.7 reception-per-game
cities (and across the
"We're going to keep
average.
country for that matter)
our minds on the game
Last week's 11 recep- and have Homecoming
are severely misinformtions for 175 yards really afterwards," English
ed about the recent
boosted Trice's status. said.
baseball playoffs.
Only Steve Bird of
Both teams provided
While Murray is
Eastern ranks higher hosting Caldwell,
exceptional entertainthan Trice with 19 cat- Calloway County will be
ment and generated a
ches, 352 yards and a 3.8 on the road tn Crittenden
tidal wave of excitement
catch average.
for baseball fans of all
County tonight (7:30).
ages. In retrospect, the
The West Kentucky Con• • •
Cards won a dramatic Louisville, respectively, sive
In local grid action ference championship
guard Rick
best-of-seven series with in November.
Gearhart, who had been tonight, Murray High will belong to the Lakers
the Brewers, 4-3 — but
The Green Devils seeing more playing time begins Homecoming for the second straight
let's set the record almost hosted the state
as the season progressed, festivities at 7 p.m. with year if they knock off the
straight.
tournament this year for injured an elbow against the game against Rockets tonight.
It wasn't a WORLD their age division, but Middle
Other area prep games
Tennessee and Caldwell County kicking
Series championship they barely lost the decision to
tonigh
t include Heath at
off
Ty
in
Hollan
d Stadium
will also miss Saturday's
won. Nope.
Mayfield, Fulton City at
Owensboro. The loss was game.
at 7:30.
According to die-hard by no means the fault of
Fulton County, Trigg
• • •
Tiger coach Tim
Yankee fans of the world, Murray's presentation to
Another note on Mur- English says Caldwell (1- County at Russellville,
when the Cards play New the Kentucky Youth Socray State gridders — 7) is "definitely no weak Henry County (Tenn.) at
York in the Fall Classic, cer Association in its bid
receiver Stan Trice sister" because the Class Ft. Campbell,
then it may properly be to host the event.
Hopkinsville at Bowling
wasn't even listed as one 2A school has played
a Green, Reidland at
dubbed a WORLD Series.
The Murray Tourism of the Ohio Valley Con- tough
schedule this year.
Until then, well, Commission, City Parks ferenc
e's top receivers The MHS skipper says Ballard Memorial, Wareverything else is just Director Gary Hohman,
ren Central at Paducah
before last week's game he'll be trying to
guard Tilghman, and Union
another playoff.
the M-CCSA officials and against Middle Tennesse.
against "the HomecomThought you might like the United Campus In
the latest OVC release ing Syndrome" which County at Henderson
to know.
County.
Ministry all pitched in
• • •
and impressed the KYSA
Talk of state playoffs with their enthusiasm
keeps cropping up in both and organization. But
high school football and because Owensboro's
soccer.
soccer association proWhereas both Murray mised to provide five
High and Calloway Coun- teams in the under-16
ty are clinging to slim division the decision was
Murray State's two will have an advantage
n
"This was the best race
hopes for making the swayed in their favor.
cross country teams will the race but she doesn'
t we have run all year,"
post-season playoffs, two
However, Green Devil stage their own version of mind
playing the under- said Flanagan. "I feel
local soccer teams will coach Steve West said "Battle of the
Sexes" this dog role.
that we are mentally and
definitely be representing next year the Murray bid Saturday at
the Murray
"We really have physically ready for the
this area in state-level will be even stronger in Country Club
as the nothing to lose," said conference meet."
competition.
several age categories Racers and Lady Racers Simmo
ns. "If we win
The defending conThe Murray-Calloway and the addition of some prepare for
next week's that's great, however, if ference champ
ions were
County Soccer Associa- new soccer fields in the conference
champion- we lose, we won't have to led by Gary Ribbon
s who
tion teams — Green area should bring state ship.
hold our heads down set a new course record
Devils (under-16) and soccer playoffs 'here
The race has been because we are not ex- with
a 24:32 clocking.
Rogues (under-19) — will possibly in the Spring of designed to
fill a void in pected to win."
Also providing supbe travelling to 1983.
both team's schedule as a
Simmons also noted port in last weekend's
Owensboro and
•••
final tune-up to the Ohio that the race could procompetition were Will
Two Murray State foot- Valley Conference meet vide
additional evidence Jordan (8th), Rob Hyten
ball players will definite- Oct. 30 which will be for
anothe
ly be sidelined for Satur- hosted by Eastern Ken- que r long disputed (10th), Jeff Stipp (18th),
stion. Mike Leveronne (24th):
day's home game against tucky in Richmond.
"We'll see who the and Bob Bertram (35th)
.
Southwest Missouri —
"It should be a lot of weaker sex really is in
The Lady Racers, also
both saw extensive action fun," said men's coach cross
country," smiled defending OVC chamin last week's game.
Jay Flanagan, who plans Simmons.
pions, took second among
Starting wide receiver to also enter this SaturThe Murray State several teams in a meet
Perfect choice
John Walsh will miss day's competition. "We men's
team enjoyed its at Southwest Missouri as
for double-crop
Saturday's game with a have a few friendly side best
performance of the Diane Stewart led the
Extreme early
torn rotator cuff, but he bets and pride on the season
last Saturday as MSU representation with
maturity plus top
should be back by Thurs- line."
the Racers placed second a third-place finish and
yield potential
day's televised road
Lady Racer coach among 24 teams in the 18:41 time.
Deanna Dengame at Eastern Ken- Margaret Simmons Washi
SHOEMAKER SEED CO.
ngton University nison took seventh in the
tucky. Sophomore defen- believes the men's team Invitat
4th and Chestnut
ional.
race with a 19:24 clockMerrily, Ky. 42071
ing.
"Diane Stewart and
753-7666
Deanna Dennison have
been getting better and
better each meet," noted
AmencaS No I Best Seller
Simmons. "But the team
has been inconsistent for
the most part. If they
don't get better they may
be eating Eastern Kentucky's dust in the OVC
championships."

Murray State cross country
promotes 'battle ofsexes'

SOUTHERN
BELLE

Mike Boyd, LB. Humphries (Seated) Z. David Vowell

J.B. Humphries
Tobacco Co.
Mayfield, Ky.

1.4

Is Now Receiving Burley For
The Nov. 18th Sale
We Are Paying $2.50/Per Hundred
For Hauling

TEST YOUR ANIMALS
(Pig - Dog- Horse - Cat - Cow - Goat)
for Worms...

FREE!
Attend the Purina-Westside Veterinary Worm Clinic
Saturday, Oct. 23
8 a.m.-Noon

at Buchanan Feed

Using a plastic bag, collect fresh droppings on the day
of
testing. Bring the droppings to the clinic. Using a speci
al onthe-spot microscopic examination, you will be able to
see if a
worm problem exists in your animal...and take steps to
correct
it before it does any more damage.
This test is offered as a free service to all, whether
you are
a Purina customer or not
Plan to attend now. Call 753-5378 for additional
details.

ALSO: We will dip dogs FREE
for ticki and fleas
(same day)

Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO
OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?

500 S. 4TH

753-6450

Weatherize
and
Save
Storm Doors
Storm Windows
Weatherstrip
ALL ON
SALE

Briefly
SYDNEY, Australia
(AP) — Roger
Stephens of Australia
fired a six-under-par
65 to grab a one-stroke
lead over American
Bill Rogers, the defending champion, and
Australia's Ian BakerFinch in the opening
round of the $100,000
National Panasonic
New South Wales golf
championship.

NEW HOURS
7-6 Mon.-Fri. 7-2 Sat.

Get in touch with us. and
become the owner of a Montgomery Ward Sales Agency
with a line of over I00,000 items
to siell
We're looking for Sales Agents ambitious husband/wife trams
with an urge to break out on
their own And, we may have
Just what you're looking for
Our unique Solos Agency Store
program offers an exciting opportunity to operate a business
of your own with. small investment, and also gives you the opportunity to take advantage el
the investment we've already
made, as well as over a century
of Catalog bustnem experience.
Once you become a Sales Agent,
you can use Wank name,
catalogs and credit Sell our
branded merchandise, and have
access to the mnw systems,concepts and trisitertals we was to
operate our company-owned
stores Best of ell, your investment will probably be considerably lees than would be required for a regular retail
business with similar sales
volume
If you era trilling to accept
responsibility. in return for a
future in your own business,
we'd like to talk about your perp
•00111 qualifications and givec
more details about our
Write or phone today

IIIICHANAN FEEDS
753-S378

RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLIES

Case'n Chai
up to

Purchase an ECHO CS500VL (16"
or 20" bar)6 receive a Free tarn,
mg case 6 extra loop of chain Up
to $53 74 value Similar savings on
other ECHO chain saws in stock.

vaiue

ECHO chain saws give you years of extra dependable sere .
patented anti•vibe system 6 automatic oiler . . tough durable
construction inside & out.

ECHO
..the ONE that lasts!

IT IleuMeiei
2111 I. Resapet
Shirsalls, ON 41/IS
(113)732-521P,

PURINA
CHOWS

200 E. Main

753-8201
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Undefeateds bottle lowlies in Southeastern Conference
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Auburn and thirdranked Georgia, the only
teams left with perfect
records in the
Southeastern Conference
football race, have two
things in common this
week.
Each will take its quest
for the championship on
the road and each will be
taking on a team lodged

in the cellar.
If the oddemskers are
correct, the similaries
end there.
Auburn, 5-1 and 34, is
only a 1-point favorite
over Mississippi Stale, a
preseason darkhorse contender which has stumbled to four cooseentive
defeats after its defense
became riddled with injuries.
Georgia, 6-0 and 3-0, is

heavily favored (22
points) to make winless
Kentucky its Nth consecutive calderas* victim as the Etalldegs drive
for their third SEC championship in a row.
Both underdogs are 0-2
in the conference. State
has a 3-4 overall mark
iCentudry is 04-1,
having tied Kansas
earlier in the season.
Two other games in-

=lying SEC teems =II
be televised — a owforesee battle hawses
Mialissippi sad Vanderbilt at
(CDS,
12:19 pm.EDT)and Taw
assess, wIddli upset the&
second-ranked Akthemas
a week ago, at Georgia
Tech(ABC,3:50 p.m.).
Seventh -ranked
Alabama and No. 14 Louisiana State will step out-

aids the Wive as meth
caleindes issescondeg
The Crimes Tide mein
its 17th comeastive victory at itryast-Damy
ilbedbes in Tesealmen
eibine the Claciasati
Illargais "Wt. WU will
anissisis South Cereals.

la games involving
arse independents. M
phis Sate is at Thiene
with amide Isms trfing Is
sump a Imbue streak
Lamer is atilsethwesesra
Leeinissa wed Laudeville
atilesthers

believes they cam beet
times. They we maw
dew Imre with tire in
their gym"
Ow& ilea Dockery at
lilintabis&Msmem -We
hope that ere*re capable
el winaesia env this
sent."
Memphis State owns
The AshoreFlorida and in- the nation's longest Devi- lessieelppi State gems
depsedien Florida State lite 1-A lasing etre= at will he a battle of
and Mien* Fla., have 13 games and Tulane has Wishbone attacks
open dates_
dropped its last three.
Amhara is averaging
"Memphis State yards and State 3113in
=heves they can beat rushing
Talane," said Grimm
We will have to he at
Wave Coach Vince Gib- oar host Ia have a
sea "The way we've chance." and Coach Pet
played everybody Dye at Ashern.
would help us a great
deal."
The outcome figures to
hinge on the quarterback
battle featuring Eastern
Kentucky's Tuck Woolum
and Western Kentucky's
Ralph Antone.
Woolum leads the OVC
In passing (48 completions in 91 attempts for
689 yards and seven
touchdowns) and total offense 1149.2 yards a
game. Antone, meanwhile, has completed 75
of 142 -thrown for 915
yards.

'Topper-Colonel rivalry retains fervor
By The Associated Press
The fact that Western
Kentucky is no longer a
member of the Ohio
Valley Conference won't
detract in the slightest
from the fervor of Saturday's college football collision with Eastern Kentucky.
But it has been noted
with a bit of irony that the
game would have even
more meaning were the
two teams still in the
OVC.
Western Kentucky, 4-2,
takes a four-game winning streak into the
showdown at Bowling
Green, and each of the
wins has come at the expense of OVC teams.
Such a conference mark
would have moved the
Hilltoppers into a firstplace tie with Eastern
Kentucky, with the winner of Saturday's game
figured to be the favorite
for the league title and a
berth in the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs.
Without the conference
playoff berth available,
Western Kentucky's only
hope of making the
playoffs is by convincing
selectors that it should be

included as an at-large
participant. And an upset
of Eastern Kentucky, 5-0
and ranked No.1 in Division I-AA for several
weeks, would figure to
make a considerable impression.
In OVC games Saturday, Tennessee Tech, 5-2
overall and 1-1 in the
league, is at Morehead, 33 and 1-3, and Austin
Peay, 2-4 and 1-2, calls on
Middle Tennessee, 5-2
and 2-2.
In non-league games,
Akron, 4-3, plays at Marshall, 1-5, and Murray, 15, hosts Southwest
Missouri, 5-2.
There will be no significant changes in the OVC
standings this weekend,
since Eastern and runnerup Akron, 3-1 in
league play, are playing
outside the conference.
However, Tennessee
Tech could move into contention with a win over
Morehead.
In Kentucky small college games, Centre hosts
Rose-Hulman, Kentucky
State is at home to
Arkansas-Pine Bluff and
Georgetown travels to Indiana Central.

NLRB aids strikers,
threatens NFL suit
WASHINGTON(AP)—
The chief counsel of the
National Ltibur Relations
Board is serving Mace tc)
the National Football
League of plans to issue a
complaint charging that
management engaged in
unfair labor practices.
At the same time,
William A. Lubbers is
hinting broadly that he'd
drop the matter if the
league's Management
Council reached a labor
contract accord with the
striking NFL Players
Association.
A statement issued
Thursday in Lubbers'
behalf noted that "...

before any complaint is
issued, NFL will be given
an opportunity to settle
the(NLRB)case."
Implicit in any such
settlement, however, is
removal of a major
obstacle toward ending
the players' strike, now in
its 32nd day.
Union chief Ed Garvey
said the planned complaint "supports our long
belief that they (the
Management Council)
have been refusing to
bargain since February.
"The NLRB general
counsel's statement confirms that this is indeed
an unfair labor practice
strike."

Even though Western
Kentucky has become an
independent, the Hilltoppers' annual clash with
Eastern Kentucky still
ranks as the highlight of
the OVC season. And the
57th renewal of the series
( Western leads 32-22-2)
could be a beauty.
"This game is still a big
game,OVC game or not,"
said Eastern Kentucky
Coach Roy Kidd. "It
means a lot to both
universities and it is still
very important to both
football programs.

SCOREBOARD

Shack

Your discount arts su
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car It truck arts...save 10-50,
Prep Football

1976 Cadillac Sedan de Ville, loaded, It's s
classic, "last of the big ones".
CHECK WITH US FIRST FOR THE BEST
LOCAL USED CARS IN TOWN.
See Jim Soifer, Bob Bloke
& Wells Pordom, Jr.

Pro Tennis

BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHTIE SOX-Named Bill
Smith pascal manager of their Appleton farm club, replacing Jeff Over
Ion, who will become season ticket coordinates'for the White Sox.
Natlinal Lowe
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Traded Tom
Tellmium, pitcber. to the Milwaukee
Brewers for Tim Cook and Weldon
Swift, pitchers.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Ariocistion
ATLANTA HAWKS-Signed Keith
Edrnonsion, guard, to a multiyear contract.
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS -Announced the resignation of Bill
Musaelman, head coach, and named
Tool Ntaaalke as his replacement
PHOENIX SUNS-Cut Art Homey,
center.

FILDERSTADT,
West Germany (AP)
— Martina
Navratilova and Pam
Shriver of the United
States both notched
easy second-round victories in the second
round of a $125,000
Grand Prix tennis
tournament here.
Navratilova
defeated France's
Catherine Tanvier 6-3,
6-2;Shriver beat
Czechoslovakia's Iva
Buderova 6-0,6-2.
In another secondround match, Patricia
Medrado of Brazil
ousted Claudia Kohde
of West Germany 6-1,
5-7,6-3.

South 12th Street

753-8971

Thursday Games
Christian Co. 42,\famal Co 7
Henry Co. 39. Anderson Co 19
Trimble Co. 14, Owen Co 0

Transactions

Sylvia Hanika of
West Germany posted
a 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 victory
over Joanne Russell of
the United States and
Helena Sukova
eliminated American
Leigh Anne Thompson
7-6, 6-4 in other secondround matches. •
VIENNA, AUDI
.
( AP) — America
:
Brian Gottfried, Stan
Smith and Bill Scanlon
won second-round
matches in the $100,000
Fischer Grand Prix
Tennis Tournament.
Gottfried, the tournament champion in
1977 and 1980, whipped
Italian Adrian() Panatta 6-1, 6-4.

Southold*

Te

MOTORS INC.
lip

A Kero-Sun Portable Heater will
keep you warm for pennies an
hour. Hundreds of uses because
they're all portable. 99.9% fuel
efficiency means odorless,
smokeless operation. And they
need no chimney. Batterypowered ignition system and
automatic shut-off device for
extra safety. Kero-Sun offers
portable kerosene heaters in
9 different models to fit
your particular needs See a
demonstration today.

KEROSUN

Mr
The gggd news in home heating.

"RD

a.
•

Loading Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sat. 6 a.m. to 12 noon

CALL 365-6881

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

•

•
•
•

-

41111111

PURDOM

•

•

With a Kero-Sunr"Portable Heater; you can
turn down your thermostat and
still stay warm.

NOW
AVAILABLE
AT:
\
.
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For Toor Boot Does

Get Your
High Calcium
Lime From...
THE KENTUCKY
STONE COMPANY
Hopkinsville Road
Princeton, Ky.

During Our
Fall Clean
Sweep Sale

WEATHERmAN
SAYS B-R-R-R

PURDOM'S VALUE RATED USED CARS
1982 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham 7,200 actual miles, new car warranty fully loaded with
equipment.
1982 Pontiac Grand Prix, loaded 3,000 actual
miles.
1982 Pontiac 6000, 2dr. well equiped 3,000 actual miles new car warranty.
1961 Cadillac Eldorado Touring Coupe loaded,
1 owner, 17,000 actual miles
1981 Pontiac T-1000 Coupe,18,000 actual miles,
"Slick as a hounds tooth".
1981 Buick Park Ave 4 door loaded.
1900 Chevrolet Camero 228 low mileage one
owner local clean as new.
1960 Chevette 2 door, low mileage
1979 Ford LTD Cpe., a/c and power, one
owner,30,000 actual miles.
1979 Pontiac Sunbird, 4 speed with air, local
one owner, new car trade-in "Sport with
economy".
1979 Chevrolet Caprice Classic, i aoor, Sedan
locally owned,new car trade-in.
1979 Chevrolet Malibu Classic, 2 door 37,00t
actual miles, new car trade-in.

Western has won four in a
row and is hoping for a
playoff spot and we want
the best overall record we
can get when playoff time
rolls around."
Western Kentucky
Coach Jimmy Feta
echoes that sentiment.
"It's the kind of game
that players, coaches and
fans all look forward to,"
Feix said. "And it's certainly 'important to us
when we look ahead to the
possibilities of postseason play. A win over
the No.1 ranked team

-They have sew at the
hest delseseve WOMB in
an WC and they have
both maw smensatanksaid Coach Emery
Ilellerd at atteeissippi
theta
Omni Vkace Dooley of
Georgie =pressed ranetre aloe= K week)
=spies its record
-There's ene thing that
ganef Ci*latie &hest
Kew
testy football teems;
Dooley mud -They are
hard hitting and they play
defense the osoae way
They always piny said
defense and they play N

0

CA?
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N
11.-0111
1.0- 00
10
'

Merrily Sop*
Company

\

We have the right Case
model and attachments
to handle tough yard WOCIC
Stop in today and step up
to Case quality and
performance.
Our Fall Clean Sweep Sale is in full swing on all Case
lawn and garden tractors, so stop in today for a
demonstration.
Case quality sold only by quality Case dealers

McKee! Equipment
503 Weisel

753 3062

[Eta

COMPARE THEN SHOP US FOR
•
•QUALITY .VALUE 'PRICE •& TERMS •
.
6 0
YOUR GOODYEAR DEALER
•
•

90 DAYS SAME AS CASHRUDOLPH EIRES & ALIGNMENT
WITH APPROVED CREDIT
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Sunday school lesson

Year of jubilee proclaimed

University Gulf
L. D. Workman-Owner
At Five Points...753-5782

One of the things which today's
lessons deals is the economy of the
Israelites, especially with
reference to some important rules
ATTEND
CHURCH
"
HOURS:
and regulations pertaining to
REGULARLY
Sun.-Thurs.
agricultural methods to be prac7 a.m.-11 p.m
ticed
by them.
Fri.
'
Sat.
Leviticus 25:1-2
7 a.m.-Midnight
While the Israelites were encamped at Mount Sinai, God inWR
Tires
structed them as to what He
SERVICE
and
wanted them to do when they arAir Conditioning
Ji Tune-Ups
rived in the Promised Land in
O 5 Points
Service
order to keep the economy healthy
Rudy Lovett
none 753-3571 and the people genuinely inOwner
Asaimm
Murr (
aino terested in the welfare of their
fellow-citizens. Just as God
wanted His people to cease their
labors and rest on the Sabbath
Day, He wanted them to see to it
uNutayAL: Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer
that the land was given a sab1/
1 2 Blocks East of So. 12th
batical year of rest from produc1105 Pore
753-1419 ing crops. This divine requirement emphasized the fact that
they needed to rely on God. God
instructed Moses to urge the people to convey to their children the
"It's Reim tickle' Good"
divine wishes and requirements.
Try Our Delicions Boot and Ham Sandwkhos
Leviticus 25:8-12
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101
Every sixth year God made the
land unusually fruitful so that
what was produced would be of
sufficient quantity to meet the
needs during the seventh year
when the land would not be

it

Carroll Tire Service
Kentucky Fria Nei=

HOME FEDER L
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th St Main-Murray,Ky.

Attend The Church Of Your Choke

d Aust:i
ritjAdian
Bob

Dunn, R.Ph.
1$% Disconnt Cash 'carry
on Prescriptions
109 So. 4th St.

753-1462

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Nesting, Air Conditioning, Skeet Metal
753-4832

s. Chestnut

Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

PIZZA HUT

t

•Pizza•Pasta•Sandwkhos
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

Cert ified Teoche

4Custom Orders

a.m. to 4 p.m. *Supplies
7512540
p.m.

Hours: Tues. IL Thurs.9:30
IL 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Rt I Murray
Wod. Fri. I pan. to 4

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We Install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material

512 S. 12th

753-4563

Buck's Body Shop
I 900 Sy

Auto Body.& Frame Work
Established 1945

ore

753-5142
Adam

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

DO UNTO OTHERS AS YOU
WOULD HAVE THEM
DO UNTO YOU

I

by H.C.Chiles

PRINTING

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
C21

D & T Warehouse Foods

SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:1111a.m.
Evening Worship
7:10 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 Cam
Evening Worship
7,00 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
Morning Worship
11 .00 a.m.
Training Union
Evening Worship
7- 30 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7:30 p.m.
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
Morning Worship
9:4S .m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11.00a.m.
Evening Warship
6.45 p.m.
WESISIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10;Cam.
Morning W&strip
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6,00 p.m.
Wed. Evening Ser
700p.m.

METHODIST

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN.
Worship Servdts
10.45 am
& 6.00 p.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a.m.
Bible School
Evenuse Service
6141p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALISO
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COI-Cle ATE R
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Morning Service

10 00a.m
11 CO a m
6 00 p.m
10 50a.m.
6 00 Ifni
10 00 a m
11.03 a.m.
10 00 a.m
10 45 a.m.
00 p.m
7 30 p.m

Wed. Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10,00
A.M. Worship
10:50
P.M Worship
6:00
Mid-Week
7.30
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
le.Slam.
Evening Worship
7 03 p.m
4Sunday & Wednesdays
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10 Mum
Evening Worship
1 00 p m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Mormng Worship
11 Cam
Evening Worship
6. 313 p.m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Mornuig Worship
11 COa.m
Evening Worship
6. 01 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
SEVENTH & POPLAR
Worship Service
8 NI a.m.
Bible Study
9 45 a m
Worship Service
10 40 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 30 pm.
winter
7 00 p.m. summer
.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10.50 a m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship
10 Ma m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.03p.m
WILIJAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 03 a m
Morning Worship
11 Tam
Wed Eve Bible Study
7 00 p m

PRESBYTERIAN

BETHEL UNTTED
Morning Worship
130a.m
Sunday School
1030 am
1nd & 4th Sun. Night
8.00p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10111 a.m
Morning Wondlip
11:111a.m
145 & 3rd Sum Night
7,00 p.m
Coil)WATER UNITED
Worship Service 11.01 a.m. tat & Ind
Suntan, 10:10 a.m. 3rd & 4th, Say
School 11:10 a.m. 1st 1i 2nd Sunday.
1103 a.m. 3rd & Ith Sunday.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
945
&May School
1045
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10.1111a.m
Worship
11,01 a.m..6,111 p.m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
145 & 14.50a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11.01 am.
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
1000am.
Itorstap Service
11.00a.m.
Evening Ser. Wor.
610 am,
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
MO)am.
Sunday School
1100a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10.03 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 . 00 am.
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10.008.m.
Morning Worstup
1100 am
Evening Worship
7-00p.m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 45 a_m.
Church School
10.412.m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
I.30a.m.
Sunday School
10 30 a_m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
1000 am
Sunday School
II 03 a.m.
MT CARMEL
Worship Service 10.00 am, 2nd Sunday: 11 00 a m 4th Sunday. SUnday
School 1000 m. 1st, 1rd - 4th Sunday,
11 am 2nd Sunday
MT HEBRON
Worship Service 10 IN a.m. 1st Sunday
& 11.00 3rd Sunday; Sunday Scheel
11.00 am lat Sunday - 10.09 a.m.,
2nd 3rd & 4th Sunday.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10,to a.nt.
Worship
1101 ant
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:CO a.m.
Morning Warship
11:01 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9.45 am_
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNTIED
Sunday School
ll00arm
Morning Worship
11:01 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
•
Morning Worship
10:OD a.m.
Sunday School
11,00a.m
RAYNER CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Mornmg Sernce
11 am.
Pastor William J Pratt

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:11111a.m.
Sunday School
111.59 a.m.
Evening Worship
5;30 p.m.
N Y PS Werstup
559pm.
Wednesday Emu*
6.30 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
945a.m.
Morning Worship
10- 46 a.m.
NY PS
5:15p.m.
Evening Worship
600pm.
Wednesday Worship
7 01p.m.

1PURINA
CHOWS

Eastwood Christian
Bookstore

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Bibles, Books, Cords, Music,
Gifts, Children's Books, etc.

Everycloy Low Price P-e.:cription Service

leyIdloirs,, Ptanucist
Olympic Plaza

Hwy.94 East

753-2380

FORD
o

PENTECOSTAL

701 Main - 753-5273

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N 4th
1531168

HONOR THY FATHER
AND THY MOTHER
Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grove Rood

753-5742

County Line Grocery

OTHERS

Groceries & Gasoline
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATER DAY SAINTS
530S 16th St
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Sacrament Meet
11 50 a m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave & 17111 St Murray
Sunday
11 00 a.m
Sunday School
00a m
2nd Wed
7 30 p.m.
RR 2nd Wed.
12-3
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School 16
Bible Class
9 15 a.m.
Worship
10 30 a.m
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower
1030 am
Bible Lecture
930a.m
NORTHSIDE
INDEPENDENT
McKinley Road, Dexter
Sunday School
10:01 am
Wars*
11-01am
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 9:15 a.m.
Worship
Sat. 11:00a.m
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour
9 46 a.m
Church School
1100a.m
ST LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Masses
4:00 p.m. Saturday
SOO a.m. Sunday
11:SO a.m. Sunday
TRINITY CHRLSTIAN
CENTER
Illth at Calloway
Church School
10:008.m
Worship
II 00 a m
Suncloy Evening
6 30 p.m

STAitt
PERATin
CALLOWAY SERTICE

Parker
Ford Inc.

-Ti
al" r-in's Plumb
-- ing

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 arm
Morning Worship
11 - 161 a.m.
Evening Worship
1.80p.m.
Wed Service
7:30 p.m.
FAITH AporroLic
CHURCH
MS Coldwater Rd.'
Siam Sec
10-11 a.m.,7.03 p.m.
Tues, Bible Study
7:10p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
/1. OD a.m.
Sunday Evening
7- 013 p.m.
Thurs. Site
7 00 p.m.
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10.00 am.
Worship Service
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00p.m.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Alone Heights
Sunday School
1000a.m.
Worship Service
a.m.,7
UNITED,NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
It Oil a.m.
Worship Serv.
Ilam,6p.m

6 Days A Week 6-9

Hwy. 121

489-2533

Beale Hardware
"Serving You Since 1897"
Blue Gross - Hardware
214 Main St. Case St Buck Knives
753-1543

NTERIORS

10th S, Chestnut Streets
Z. C. Enii

753-1474
Mac Frttt

mill111111MMINIIIIII.

IH

Purchase
Equipment Co., Inc.

Charles Roberts, James Rickman
%Fr Hwy. 94 East & Don Chapman
753-2215

Western Sizzlin
Steak House0
Now Serving Steak 8. Lobster,
Strut T. Bone and Prime Rib 759-9555

Southold* Conte*.

"Complete Milling Facilities"
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182
ammm
moonommi
oop
a
ois
m

Air Conditioning-Noating-Commercial Rofripration

Byron's Discount Pharmacy

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
930am
Worship Service
1045 am
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000a.m.
Worship Service
11:CO a.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11,110a.m
Evening Worship
7.09pm
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945a.m.
Worship Service
1100a m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
1000 a m.
Worship Serv
11 a.m., 7 p.m.

1201

Compliments of

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut
Phone 753-8181

Victor's Restaurant

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Warship
11:411a.rn.
Evening Worship
6,10p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
11.03 atn,
Evening Worship
7..00 p.m.
CHESTNLTSTREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
1000a.m.
Homing Worslup
1100 am.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11.00 arm
Evening Services
600 pm.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
945
Morning Services
11:00
Evening Services
6,00
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wedneedey Serv
6. p.m
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship Service
11 - Cain
Sunday Nite
600 p m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship
1100 am.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:110 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1111111a.m.
Evening Worship,
145 pin.
EMMANUEL15SIOHAJtY.
Morning Worship
MOO am.
Everung Worship
6:30 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morrung Worship
11 Cam.
Evening Worship
6.00 p. m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 45 cm.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m
FLINT BAPTIST
Morrung Worship
11:00 am.
Evening Worship
6.45 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.45a.m.
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
Singing. Eve. War.
6:00 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100a.m,
Evening Worship
6.30pm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1600a m.
Worship Service
1100a m.
Evnung Service
5:30p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Monung Worship
11.003.m
Evening Worship
7.30p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000am
Preaching
11:60 a.m. & COO p.m,
Wednesday night
700 p m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11.0p.m
Event* Worship
7.00pm
LONE OAK
PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2-10pm
3rd Sunday
200 p.m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10.30 a.m.
Evening Worship
600p m
MOUNT HORF.B
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sudsy School
9.30 a.m
Worship
1100a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 Cam
Evening Warship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morro,* Worleun
11 .00a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preactimg Sen.
11 Cam
Nightly Service
600p.m
• OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Wordup
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday Evenmg
6.00pm
Wednesday Evening
7 00 p.m
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
SALEM BAPTIST
Mornmg WorsMp
11 03 a.m
Evening Worship
7 Op in

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple
Phne 753-1713

ireurosse

For Yaw
vim
of 0
5111010 Life•liesiththease
um*Car•Basimess•

in his.tirne of need. If he borrowed
money, they were not charge interest for its use. If he acquired
food, and later returned with
repayment in kind, they were not
**yowl 11111
to demand a larger quantity than
West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
he had acquired previously.
WE DELIVER
In the event that the only possiCARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROOM
ble method of repayment of a loan
1301 W. Main - 753-7745 -was by personal labor, the
poverty-stricken victim was not to
be sold as a bondservant, but he
was to be recognized as a "hired
W.nchoSt•r S•rvocos
servant, and was to serve in that
capacity only until the Year of
Folkway,Ky.
763-5397
Leviticus 25:23-24
The truth of God's ownership of Jubilee, at which time he was to %moor
the land and all other property is be released and allqwed to return
set forth clearly in these verses, to his family and home debt-freed.
along with the fact that man is the Should his children have
steward of it. While it is in man's been working to help pay the debt,
leilding Blocks & Reidy /AlfConcrete
possession, he has the privilege oi they, too, were to be liberated
East
Main
without
Street
delay.
Both
the hired ser753-3540
using it in the way which God
vants
and
those
whom
for
they
prescribes, but it is not man's
prerogative to have it in perpetui- labored were obligated to have
due respect for God and to comply
ty.
with God's requirements in the doLeviticus 25:39-43
ing of His work. When people,
If a farmer suffered reverses whether those served or those doover which he did not have con- ing the serving, maintain the proLynn Grove
435-4415
trol, as in the coming of a terrible per relationship with God they will
drought, and his misfortunes do rightly by and for those with
made it utterly impossible for him whom they are associated. Those
to pay his obligations and support who are right with God will prove
his family, his fellow-countrymen it by the way in which they treat
Lowest Groceries In Town
were responsible for assisting him their fellowmen.
"Cloned On Sunday-T., Better
Serve You On Monday"

BAPTIST

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

flusitor

Due Mdtett
753-0445
522 W. Maim

cultivated. According to God's
expressed will, the Jubliee Year
was to be a holy year, and
therefore unlike any other. When
God's instructions were followed
with reference to this year soil and
men would have rest, property
which had been sold and its owner
had not been able to redeem was
to revert to its original owner, or
his heirs if he were deceased, and
anyone who had become a slave
and could not redeem himself was
released.

BAPTIST

Ward-Elkins

mar
rv.Got The Shield

753-8971

Mac*
pormg•mommim
Storey's
Food Giant

Mrray Ledger & Times

Sol Air Shopping Coster

753-1834

V.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
LOVE THE LORD WITH ALL
Co-Operative Corp.
YOUR HEART, SOUL AND MIND
Phone 753-5012
Nersmommumpalr
Kelley's Termite &
Kentucky Lake
Illereiry
•
Pest Control
Oil Company
753-1323
W.Uso Plastic and Wood
Calkorry, Groves,
MINK OF SNELL OIL Plt0DtICTS Sore*
sod CorlIslo Goodies
100 S. 13th St Treatment For Mold Flows 753-3914
oommo.--Nom*

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

•
/Anilird•Aor
Itriettiog

Our 3rel Year at A irlino
Sortie* to Murray & Calloway County

489-2199

Hooks

753-2114

LOVE THY NEIGHBOR 1

Wheel Alignment
40$ N. 416

Joe Todd & lorry Nein
5015. 12th
'4

753-6779

VONA

4
6
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Churches announce servic
es, meetings

CitOSSWORD PUZZLER

Various churches in ci- dude a saw -0 Lard
MAWR OD lloWsiari Palk
"How Haeualld Upon
Veda' nunie will be
IV and county have an- How Excellent Is Thy
LLLLL
as mew pain
by Kerry Vaanser and the Mesetaias" will be
LEA_ UL
SOWN tilaillete 4.1
44 Orem ems
asuaced services and Harm," to be slog by
bLLLUL LUULLU
MI wen •
37 Plleillee
$,N Iowa
44 Soares of
Phil Awes oft Oka& the solo sang by
3 MO
meetings for Sunday, Amy Jarman, Alida
as sumo cde 4 asoolo feell 410 Pon 0.•ag
year a
LLLkaLLl Lb
03 hi elemple
Rowlett as nimbi itad Margaret Porter with
41 fierree
Oct. 34, as follows:
47 RR MOP
'LL LA:ULU LLU
Me
Oalimme.
IMI Oen
Graves and Terry Tayior Paula Kinsolving as Maxine Clark as
lord
EL L bUtd LULL
• on
Coldwater Baptiet
with Cynthia Scrilmer as pianist.
organist.
42
Pelona epee 7 Nies
LLUV PLLLELL
Tip Rev. Dallas organist.
43 Den
John Dyke, a deaccei
Episcopal
LI Li. LUCA:
HIM
Csepenter will be the
45 Aril
Memorial Baptist
•Totonion
The Rev. David Robinfrom Brisueburg Baptist
LVLLLL WAAL
speaker at the 11 a.m.
44 LISA e locale
Dr. Jerrell White will Church of Marshall Coun- son, vicar, will direct sersembis
'LLL glUe ULLU
47(1180,
and 6 p.m. services at speak about -God's Non10 Mumbles
'UL LICULIW LLB
ty, will speak about vices at II and 9:45 a.m. at
Sperume orb- ¶1 Leese haw
Coldwater Baptist Grievous CommandL LLILLOCU U
"Stewardship" at the St. John's Episcopal
de
130~4
Church. Bobby Manning ments" with scripture 6:45
LUCL
LL
UOUN
UU
50 Prepared for WS Sore
p.m. service. He is Church, Main and Broach
LUC
tall:yetthenntoic.
MAIM
prowl
from I John 5:3 at 10:50 one of men in the Blood Streets. Assisting will be
Ihreiscums
Spaelsi mimic M the a.m. service at Memorial River Baptist Associat
52 Nowa for
21 Vessel
21 6601100
ACROSS
Samir Mahfoud, Ann
ion
kende
pie
22 Stalcal name
morning hoer will be by Baptist Church, Tenth
I moats
/3 $tamm
who are speaking in Harcourt, Brian Krisan,
54 Oroming oul IS Joge
24 Denwe lend
6 Talk .clof
Marge We and abaft and Main Streets. Don
various churches this Claudia Moore and Nan55 Weasior
Somers
i I Tee
27 PHA Pena
Nance and at the evating Rogers, deacon of the
word
25 Weary
cy Schempp.
month.
12 Parameurs
20 Pre*. milt
hour by Sharon Ingram. week, and Tom Holderby
26 Cempenoto
Dorn of crake
14 confunctson
The Children's Choir,
Sevoetb
Poplar
&
John Richardson is will assist.
21I beanpole
15 Pommes,
33 Oftelen
directed by Mrs. Rowlett,
John Dale will speak
30 Knight al TV
superintendent for Sun33 Angry out1 7 Sun pod
The Sanctuary Choir, will sing at the evening about -Following Jesus"
1 Snead at
31* Cliener
OWN
la Proportion
day School at 10 a.m.
directed by Milton hour.
with scripture from I
sheep
12 MOM%
34 Lotto Mop
20
Checks
Sinldng Spring
Gresham, will sing Locust Grove Nazarene
2 140s
Peter 2:2.1-25 at 8:30 and
Worship services will "Praise to the Lord, The
The Brake Family of 10:40 a.m. services and
be at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. at Almighty!" with
Hendersonville, Term., about "Atheists on the
Sinking Spring Baptist Margaret and Michael
will be special guests of Church Roll" with scripChurch. A representative Wilkins as accompanists.
the Locust Grove Church ture from Hebrews 11:14
of The Temperance
At the 7 p.m. service of the Nazarene, located at 6 p.m. service at
League will speak at 11 with Dr. White as
north of Kirksey just off Seventh and Poplar
a.m.
speaker, special music Highway 299, on Sunday.
Church of Christ.
The Church Choir, will be a solo, "Through
The family will
Assisting will be Jerry
directed by Paul Hender- It All," by Anne Lough.
AN See and Illetiop
minister in sermon, Bolls, Jack Rose, Rick
son, will sing "Heavenly
Westside Baptist
Coostokoor Stock.
music and song at ser- McKenzie, Barry Canter,
Sunlight." Renee Young
The Rev. Don Farmer, vices at 10 a.m. and 2 Lonnie Furr, Danny
will be organist and pastor, will speak at 11
p.m. A basket dinner will Cleaver, Mark Manners,
Sharon Furches will be a.m. and 6 p.m. services
be served at noon, ac- Sam Parker, Forest
pianist.
at Westside Baptist cording to the pastor, the Boyd, Tim Weatherford,
12ti St.
co
The pastor, the Rev. Church, North 15th
gc)
NHS
MIMI WM NW
James Thurmond, Jim
Rev. Ercel Carter.
Eddie Young, will speak Street. David Smother
1‘
Ragsdale, Joe Thornton, i
Calvary Temple
about "Our Present man, chairman of
The Rev. William Cox, Kenny Hoover, Jerry
Obligation To Be Saved" deacons, and Lake Hall,
pastor, will speak at the Fulton, Earl Nanny, Jim
with scripture from Acts deacon of the week, will 11
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. ser- Wilson, Joe Garland, Em3:19-21 at the 7 p.m. ser- assist
vices at Calvary Temple, manuel Manners and
vice.
Tommy Scott will located on Highway 641 Larry Weatherford.
Bethel and
direct the Church Choir in South. Rick Clendenen
First Baptist
Brooks Chapel
special music with Patsy will lead the song service
Dr. Bill Whittaker,
Bethel United Neale as organist and
with Donnie Peal as pastor, will speak at 10:45
Methodist Church wor- Susie Scott as pianist at
organist and Stacey a.m. and 7 p.m. services
ship service will be at the morning hour.
Rick Stalls as pianist.
at First Baptist Church.
9:30 a.m. and Brboks Clendenen will bring
Fred Workman will serve
First Methodist
Chapel United Methodist special music at the evenDr. Walter E. Mischke, as deacon of week.
Church worship service ing hour.
2:00 p.m.
Jr., minister, will speak William B. Miller of Flint
will be at 11 a.m. The
Grace Baptist
Chopped Stank-N-Srnothered
at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. ser- Baptist Church also will
Rev. Dean Woodard,
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, vices at First United give a Bold Mission
Chopped Steok-H-Stuft
pastor, will speak about pastor, will speak at10:50
Methodist Church. His Testimony at the evening
"The Lord Purifies" with a.m. and 5:30 p.m. serSteek-H-Mushrooms
sermon subject will be service.
Chopped Steak
scripture from Ezekiel vices at Grace Baptist "Portrai
Special
music
t
Of
A
at
Disciple
the
"
"
In"
24:9-14 at both churches.
"s Chicken Fried Steak
Church, 617 South Ninth with scripture from Mat- morning hour will be by
Following the 11 a.m. St.
SERVE
D WITH CHOICE OF
thew 5:13-20 and 7:21-27.
Chuck and Anne Maxservice at Brooks Chapel,
ND ALL YOU CAN EAT POTATO, HOT ROL
The Church Choir,
The Chapel Choir, well, along with Church
an Administrative Board directed by Leland
directed by Lame Clark, Choir who will sing "Here
SOUP AND SALAD BAR
meeting will be con- Peeler with Dwane Jones
will sing "Come Chris- Am I, Send Me." Wayne
ducted.
as organist and Terry tians Join To Sing" at Halley is minister of
The pastor will speak Downey as pianist, will early
service. The music with Joan Bowker
about "Shepherds Heed sing "I've Never Loved
Chancel Choir, directed as organist and Allene
The Lord" with scripture Him" and "I See Jesus"
by Paul Shahan, will sing Knight as pianist.
from Ezekiel 33:1-6 at the at the morning hour.
At the evening service
"Lord Jesus I Love
6 p.m. servicp at Bethel.
Melissa Underhill and Thee" and Daniel Craig Gale Vinson and Lisa
qhristian Science
Donna Tefft will sing a will sing a solo at the Wright will sing a duet,
The title ef this week's /lest. The Youth Choir
later service. Kevin and the Ladies Choir will
Bible lesson sermon will will sing at the evening
Ellerbush will be sing "Why Do I Sing
be "Probation After hour.
About Jesus.2_
organist.
Death" at the 11 a.m. serElm Grove Baptist
King George I of
First
Christia
n
vice at Christian Science
The Rev. Calvin
Mrs. Helen Hodges will Greece was assassinated
Society, North 17th Street Wilkins, pastor,
will speak at 10:45 a.m. ser- in 1913.
and Farmer Avenue. The speak about "Christ'
s vice at First Christian
scripture will include a Prayer For His
Church. The scripture PIN WM• Sc'.1 Joi Silas &SPIN IPM • •-• 1
passage from Proverbs. Disciples" with scriptur
e from Matthew 5:3-12 will 47
Sunday School also will from John 17 at 11 a.m.
be read by Jennye Mason
be atlla.m.
service at Elm Grove with Dan McKeel as worGoshen Methodist
Baptist Church, Highway ship leader and John Laf- rThe Rev. Roland Jones, 94 East.
Mon.-Sat.
foon as candlelighter.
pastor, will speak at the
9-9
•
11 a.m. service at Goshen
Sun.
United Methodist Church.
Concrete, Pee Gravel,
j12-6
He will be assisted by
Lennis Hale. Dan Woods
etc.
641N.
FEDERAL
will give the children's
MATERIALS
Control Ctr.
morning devotion.
Scotts Grove
The Rev. Wayne
Carter, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services at Scotts Grove
Free For The Asking!
Baptist Church, Highway
WWI
641 North.
•
Terry McClard, deacon
• Assorted Candy Bars 00
of the week, will assist.
The Church Choir will
sing the Doxology at the
lex 347, Illorrey, KY 4971
morning service. Donald
;
Crawford will direct the
music with Polly McGinEar:wet Sat ,Oct 23
nis as organist and
Evires Sat., Oct. 23
Beidness Tem
—
9 9 er, 12 faXle
Beverly Carter as
9a.m.-12 noon only
pianist.
•
First Presbyterian
Send
end
Grovel
Co.
The Rev. R.E. Rabatin,
pastor, will speak about
•Pea gravel
"The Gospel In
*Concrete ravel
Miniature" with scrip'Septic tank rock
ture from John 3:16 at the
*Sand
10:45 a.m. service at
Washed Said sod grovel
First Presbyterian
located le Aloe, Ky
I
Church, 16th and Main
759-1090
Streets.
53-0277
•
Special music will in9 oz.
Oct 23
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COMPLETE MEAL AT SANDWICH
PRICES
Wortley Only
11:00 co. to
SPECIAL
49 chopp.d

$2

Saturday, October 23
9v.m.1-12 noon

t r Sale Only

753-33SS

759-9995

VAWABLECAUPON'91 wkwABLEcoupayn
I I
!Candy Bars
11 Dial Soap

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE

14188` *4
'

52c

)

Wolch's

VALUABLE COUPORM91 IALUABLE COUPOIT")I_
Kitchen Scub A DoubleI
I
Aqua Net
1
Hairspray
Cookware Scub A Double I
31$1 00

Reg

McDonald's
Breakfast Special
Scrambled Egg,Sausage
on English Muffin
MURRAY
LOCATION
ONLY

88

I

9

m 12 noon only

flha

VALUABLE COUPON
1

Lysol Toilet
Bowl Cleaner

VALUABLE COUPON',
Little Crow Hip-O-Lite
1
Marshmellow Cream

7c

1

7 oz.

1611 3EqWMISIMOC123

Qom 1 2 noon only

16oz SO
Evires Sot ,Oct 23

•

F

at
McDonald's
107 N. 12th
753-5548

WAL:MART

9 0 m 12 noon onlY

IWALMART
M,,,

%Pi I lot LP,.5 F.

,

1 w•••

L
I10
.
. JP4 -III P Card

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY —
our rnieroon so *eve every eon o
Mock I4owsvI 4 Chi* IC) W,Unforipeorn nemon WI adverheed fistA is not everikeete tor ourcNiee
W - h'1 All est,
*• Ref, Check on *Quest tor fro nwacnandiet 10 be purchased t Pm sife once
ketwoover waled* or w see yeti a smear 4em el•temperable member in price lree roam" the
nuke fo wet Quantal's
•

1".
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1. Legal Notice
or

1. Legal Notice

Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Mary Marvel, ET
AL Plaintiff, Versus Mozelle Farrier, ET
AL Defendant.
Notice of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of
sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the October 8th Term thereof
1982, in the above cause,for the division of
property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 25th day of October 1982, at 1:00
O'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit
of 30 days the following described property, to-wit:
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
A 18,774 square foot lot as surveyed by
F. T. Seargent and Associates of Murray,
Ky. on June 24, 1981, located on Hwy. 94,
just East of the City Limits of the City of
Murray, Ky. in Calloway County, and being more particularly described as
follows: Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land
and the Southeast corner of the Rubin
James and the Hoyt Cleaver, Jr. prooperty (Deed Book 161, Card 1914) said point
being a # 4 Re-bar (set) 30.00 feet North of
the centerline of Hwy. 94 and 355.00+ feet
East of the centerline of Industrial Road;
thence North 24 ° 40' 33" West 67.00 feet
along the said James & Cleaver East property line to an existing No. 4 Re-bar;
thence South 65° 19' 27" West 4.00 feet
along the paid James & Cleaver Property
to an existing 04 Re-bar; thence North 22°
54' 07" West 129.20 feet along the James &
Cleaver property to a #4 Re-bar (set, said
point being the Northwest corner of ther
herein describer tract of land thence
North 54° 03' 37" East 93'61 feet along the
said James & Cleaver property to a # 4 Rebar (set), said point being the Northeast
corner of the herein described tract of
land, and the Northwest corner of the
Dewey Lamkins, Jr., property (Deed
Book 116, Page'373); thence South 22° 59'
45" East 22, 58 feet along the said Dewey
Lamkins, Jr. West property line to a #4
Re-bar (set) 30.00 feet North of the
centerline of Hwy. 94; thence South 70° 43'
32" West 85, 66 feet to the point of beginning.
Source of title: Deed Book 78, Page •644
and Deed Book 91; Page 392
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the
force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

1.Legl$cke

1. Legal Notice

I. USN Notice

NOTICE OF PROPOSED RATE INCREASE
Notice is hereby given that the Murray Nuniber One Water District has applied for a rate increase with the Public Service Commission of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. The application
proposes to raise the water rates in this District. The proposed rate per customer and the applicable percentage increase is as follows:
Percentage
%"Meter
Present Rate
Proposed Rate
Increase '
First 2,000 Gals.
$4.50 Minimum Bill
$6.00 Minimum Bill
33.4
Next 3,000 Gals.
1.60 per 1,000 Gal.
18.7
1.90 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 5,000 Gals.
1.25 per 1,000 Gal.
1.25 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 10,000 Gals.
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 30,000 Gals.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 50.000 Gals.
.65 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
15.4
Over 100,000 Gals.
.55 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
36.4
84" Meter
First 3,000 Gals.
Next 2,000 Gals.
Next 5,000 Gals.
Next 10,000 Gals.
Next 30,000 Gals.
Next 50,000 Gals.
Over 100,000 Gals.
1" Meter
First 5,000 Gals.
Next 5,000 Gals.
Next 10,000 Gals.
Next 30,000 Gals.
Next 50,000 Gals.
Over 100,000 Gals.
144" Meter
First 10,000 Gals.
Next 10,000 Gals.
Next 30,000 Gals.
Next 50,000 Gals.
Over 100,000 Gals.
2" Meter
First 16,000 Gals.
Next 4,000 Gals.
Next 30,000 Gals.
Next 50,000 Gals.
Over 100,000 Gals.
Connection Charges:
% x/
3
4 Meter

6.10 Minimum Bill
1.60 per 1,000 Gal.

8.15 Minimum Bill
1.90 per 1,000 Gal.

1.25 per 1,000 Gal.
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.65 per 1,000 Gal.
.55 per 1,000 Gal.

1.25 per 1,000 Gal.
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.

9.30 Minimum Bill
1.25 per 1,000 Gal.
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.65 per 1,000 Gal.
.55 per 1,000 Gal.

12.40 Minimum Bill
1.25 per 1,000 Gal.
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.

33.4

15.55 Minimum Bill
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.65 per 1,000 Gal.
.55 per 1,000 Gal.

20.75 Minimum Bill
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.

33.4

21.25 Minimum Bill
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.65 per 1,000 Gal.
.55 per 1,000 Gal.

28.35 MilliMum Bill
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.
.75 per 1,000 Gal.

33.4

33.4
18.7

••••
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PARTS
g
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-

SERVICE
Available
At

MCKEEL
EQUIPMENT
503 Walnut
753-3062

NOTICE
HAYRIDES

15.4
36.4

Bon Fire, Weenie
Roast. Group

Reservations 7594588, or 7537637.

15.4
36.4

15.4
36.4

15.4
36.4

$250.00'
$300.00
20.0
300.00
350.00
16.6
400.00
400.00
550.00
144"
550.00
750.00
2"
750.00
The rates contained in this notice are the rates proposed by the Murray Number One Water
District. However, the Public Service Commission may order rates to be charges that differ
from these proposed rates. Such action may result in rates for consumers other than the rates
included in this notice.
Any corporation, association, body politic or person may request leave to intervene by motion within thirty (30) days of the date of this notice. Such motion should be submitted to the
Public Service Commission, 730 Schenkel Lane, P.O. Box 615, Frankfort, Kentucky 40602, and
shall set forth the grounds for the request,including the status and interest of the party. A copy
of this application may be obtained by contacting Mason Thomas, P.O. Box 384, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
1
"

As of Oct. 21, 1982, I L.A.
Travis will no longer be
responsible for any
debts other then my
own.

'73 Squareback
VW 4 in the floor.
Best offer Call
753-3282.

Nave 5 minutes? Call
759-4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 759444$.

2.

Part time secretary
needed. Send resume to
Art Travis, P.O. Box 95,
Benton, Ky. 42025.
Secretary-Receptionist.
Mature lady, typing,
bookkeeping, office
machine. Permanent
position. Send resume
to PO Box 1C..38
Murray, Ky.

.F011
SALE
RCA Color TV
4 nibs all

Olnoic Plua
Oise 9-9 Daily
1-6 So.
is Ow calls
Oast

502 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.

PL 55 or PL6 Remington chain saw for
parts. 753-0315.
We buy aluminum beverage cans, Birp Recycling Center behind
Pizza Hut, Fulton.
Would like to buy Farm
Wagon. 759-4588 or 7537637.

50,000 BTU gas heater,
like new with blower.
Call 492-8711.
Ben Franklin fireplace
A-1, table and chairs
sets, 8 chairs. 1972 Ford
Pickup, new tires A-1.
474 8856.
For sale Air Compressors. Dill Electric,
753-9104.
Four inch cut-back
English saddle, two
work giths, one white
leather show gith, show
breast strap like new
3. Card of Thanks
$225. Thoroughbred,
would make good horse
to run on local tracks.
THANKS
436-2195 after 6 p.m,
It is very hard to Did
Hotpoint ref rige,
!tor,
words to express my
11.8 cc, avocado, 28 in.
gratitude and thanks to my
neighbors, friends and loved
wide. Call 753-4768.
ones for their consoling
Pioneer AMFM casswords, prayers, beautiful
ette with extras. $225.
flowers, food, cards, phone
Sharp cassette tape
calls and visits during the
sickness and death of my
deck, $65. 206 Riviera
beloved husband, Fred Lee
Courts.
Bailey
Round kitchen Table, 4
A special thanks to Dr.
Lowery, Dr. Hal and Dr.
matching wood chairs
Clark, all the nurses both in
$95. 4 Samsonite fold-up
the hospital and in intensive
chairs padded seats and
:are unit, our pastor Rev.
backs $25. All excellent
Darrell Ramsey and Max
condition. 435-4522.
Churchill's Funeral Home
for the efficient service
Three quarters size
rendered.
folding bed, never been
May God bless each one of
slept on. Call 753-4836.
you. Your love shown to me
during this trying time has
Three sets, mud and
and will help me to keep on
snow tires. 1966 Buick
keeping on in my adjust400 transmission. 1962
ment to a new way of living.
Chevrolet transmission.
Mabel Bailey
1971 Plymouth 360 motor and transmission.
Found
5. Lost and
829S. 4th.
Found German Two twin beds, box
Shepherd in front of springs and mattresses,
White Hall on campus. like new. 753-6436
Injured but taken to anytime.
Animal Shelter. Wheelbarrow with
762-6605.
rubber tires, two new
Lost Black Hills Gold (Jenson) speakers,
Cross. Southside Shop- colored Motorola T.V.
ping area. Sentimental new saw with miter box,
value. Reward. Call new large (acrylic) rug
753-8051 days or 753-0224 remenant, nice upevenings.
holstered chair with
Silver and gray kitten pillow, 3 large potted
from area of South plants. 492 8764.
Main, .name Adam,
16. Home Furnishings
753-3192.
A Bassett 5 piece dining
6. Help Wanted
room suit, Table, 4
Artist Models
chairs and a bench.
Department of Art 376-5502. $400.
needs part-time model. Matching side by side
Experience and artistic refrigerator and eiec
sensitivity preferred. tric stove, used two
Work will be assigned years, almond color
according to need for $600, 753-1912.
models, for fall semester. $4.50 per hour. 17. Vacuum Cleaners
Contact: Dale Leys
Dept. of Art MSU. ELECTROLUX
Phone 762 3784 or 762- Your home is the best
place to see why we're
3787. E.O.E.
better. Free pickup and
We repair all
Receptionist, delivery.
makes of vacuum
clerk-typist. Re- cleaners. Bill Farris 118
Riviera Ct. 753-3639.

New two bedroom,
modern appliances, cable
t.v., wall to wall
carpeting, central
air and heat. Northwod Subd. ;260
per month. 7594406.

111161(7.11 "

Z/Z

OCT- 22

12-65 ft. trailer
with a 12-65 ft.
attachment with
new V roof on 3
and 3/10 acres.
$12,000. Low
priced. Call 43/4344.
M&G Complete Glass.
We install auto glass,
store fronts and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and windows
We also replace aria
repair patio door glass.
Call 753-0180 or 753-2798.
816 Coldwater Road.

GO PUNCNAESLE

SPECIAL
SALE
Remington 30.06
Remington 243

U.164-qe

I 14.1 EED A
NAPK I

YOU'LL GET ONE)II
.
4
REAL SOON

WHAT DO I HAVE TO
WAIT FOR?

BON NEW

$269.00 EACH
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

FOR HIM TO FINISH
USING IT

is Pfau
calls phase.

For Sale
$23,500 2 to 3 acres

I

mini farm with several
out buildings including
old store. House has
been newly remodeled. Call 733-6098
after 4:30.

ro-2
I LIKE 'OUR 5PI T „)CIUR
5TIZENGTH YCtJ WILL MAKE A
U5EFUL BODYGUARD. BUT WHO
ARE YOU? WHY ARE YOU HERE ?

JUNGLE CHIEF' SENT ME.
MANY OF THEIR WARRIORS
ARE ENSLAVED HERE. I
CAME TO FREE THEM.

YOU CAN'T DO THAT.
WON'T LET YOU. I NEED
THEM AND YOU f

NIORNmol=111
.
11r

ATTIC
SALE

Fri. and Sat. 9-5
Wlsitnell Estates,
1206 Dogwood
Dr.
Everything ins•••••••••••

KAROLA„WITCH-QUEEN OF /4/LA-KU.
iT

NMI lionise, 22 pews IN kilns

753-5865

Piano for Sale
stavaii: Respeasble party

I

SALE

PIANOS & ORGANS

•PIANOS.
New Console & bench
by LOWREY
Reg. $1,795(1 only)

NOW 11,288

15. Articles for Sale

SOLO & SILVER
PAWN SHOP

MUD PIES
FOR GALE

On Phonier, Sorry,
Sanyo, Majestic,
Marlyn car stereos.
World of Soond

"Substitute Grandmother" wanted to
babysit Infant. 436-2839

14. Want to Buy

SHIRLEY FLORIST
and
GARDEN CENTER

2. Notice

NO,THIS IS MY FRIENP
BUT I PONT FALL ASLEEP
MARCIE „SHE'S JOST GONNA
IN SCHOOL AND GET
WATCH.50E5 NOT WHAT
MINUSES," EITHER !
you CALL ATHLETIC... ?

I'LL BE OUT I N A M
'
Z
MOMENT, NANCY--I'M
WAITING FOR MY
NAILS TO DRY

INFLATION
PRICES

to mane said meetbly
Carter Studio of-. Want to care older
permeate en saiweilcaesele
people. Single or
pieme. Can be sees locally.
couples or day work.
Oltories. Be
Writ*: (bided' phone
Experience. 435-4394.
for
prepared
.
somber) Credit Meneeer,
Will babysit in my home
P.O. Sex 521, Reclosweyor,
disaster and theft. IIII in town. Have re62219.
CARTER STUDIO in ferences. 753-8474.
•300 Minn
Will cut and remove
753 8298
unwanted trees and King
Flute, practically
HAIRCUT SPECIAL - shrubs. Call for free brand
new. $175. 437Budget cut for children estimate. 753-5484
4308. Ask for Dorothy.
$3.50. No children under before 2:30p.m.
5 years please. Adult
budget cut $4.50. call 13. For Sale or Trade
753-2266. By appointSPOUT CONSOLE
ment only". Headquar- For sale deep freeze
PIANO
ters Family Hair Care calves, grain jerseryFOR SALE
Center.
steers, weigh 600 1000
lbs., cut and wrapped
Wanted: Responsible
ready for freezer. $1.30
party to take over piano.
Now is the time to
per pound. 753-8890 or
Cu. be teem leceily. Write
plant
flowering 382-2322 or 382-2890.
Mr. Powers, Box 327,
bulbs. Available now
C.arlyk, !Meek 62231

153-3251
2. Notice

Tobacco Strippers,
.,ore Mechanical
tobacco stripper,
gasoline model $795
Electric model $575
Call Jerry Atkins, 753S407.
P.m'
Lady or man and wife to Wheat Straw. Call 753stay in home with 0156 or 753310)
elderly man Room and
Sports Equ'
board, food and utilities
furnished plus small
Twenty gua e Pump
salary. A permanent
shotgun. $100. 206
position for the right
Riviera Courts.
person. Call after 5• 00
442-9908 or 4,42 0717.
72 Musical
Lady to wash clothes at
my home once a week For sale. 2 year old
for single man Phone home stereo system
excellent condition.
753-0897.
Yamaha CR420 reNeed dependable mature
turnbabysitter for ceiver, semi-auto
plus
weekends. References table, Genesis 1
753-7217
required. Call 753-3250 speakers $395.
after Sp.m
after 5 p.m.

•fers Photo 'wren-

/
3
4

1, Legal Notice

.Farm EquipmeM

Daytime counter posi
tion availab,c at
Druthers Restaurant
Inquire in person.
Experienced body man,
753-5149 Call before 8

9. Situation Wanted

'191"
YES, MA'AM, I'M HERE FOR
THE JUNIOR BOWLING
TOURNAMENT..ID LIKE TO
ROLL A PRACTICE GAME_

Nei!Wanted

2. Notice

1. UPI tkitiCe

oginable.

quires secretarial
skills and the ability to meet public.
Apply in person
only. Credit
Bureau, Murray,
304 Maple St.

it Sewing Machines
For sale. $200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet. Special ZigZag
with a fashion discs. All
other attachments included. Like new. 7537217 after 5p.m.

New Spinet & bench
walnut finish (only 1)
by KIMBALL

NOW $1,088
BALDWIN "The best
con buy" (only 1), c
at $2,250
NOW $1,688

••

OUR TOTAL INVENTOR
REDUCED WE TAKE AL
REASONABLE OFFERS!

•ORGANS•
HAMMOND "used"
3 to choose from

$788 to $2,988
WURLITZER "used"
3 to choose from

688 to $1,188
BALDWIN "used"
3 to choose from

$288 to $795
MANY MORE
We service what we sell'

CONRAD'S
Pianos
&Or
poducomo!
h us
443-6453
23. Exterminating

1

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

N. Miscellaneous
10 horse power
Ingersoll-Rand air
compressor with new 10
hp single phase motor
140 gallon tank, $1,500.
502-8987608.
10In. Rockwell table
saw, 10ft. aluminum
braker, Sears miter
saw, tube fireplace
insert with fan. 436-2802
after 5p.m.
Ambassador Fireplace
insert for sale, 10 gun
gun cabinet, nice. Call
753 9500 before 9:00 AM.
Cut-up slabs $18 a rick
delivered. Call after '5
p.m. 753-8526.
Firewood cut to order.
53u
per rick. Call
436-2292.
Firewood for sale
Phone 753-3134 before
rnK inc,, automatic wood
heater, deluxe cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
and dbors $249.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
In.
Stove boards heavy
lined 32in x 42in $12.99,
36 x 52 $17.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris Tenn.
ci
•

?AGE U THE MURRAY,IICy- LEDGE111•TIMES,Friday. Oesallser21,

4MIL,
24. Atiscelarams
Surplus loops. cars and
boats. Many styles for
under 850. For intormation, call 312-431•
1961, ext. 1774-A.
TUCK'S DISCOUNT
PANELING Paneling
100 patterns. Exterior
Siding. 2 x 4'5 8.79. No. 2
Shingles. Vinyl Rugs
81 95 sq. yd. Rolled
Roofing 14.95-roil. Exterior and Interior Door
Units Vanities, top and
bottom $3700 and up.

Hwy 45, 1 mi. So.,
Martin, Tn (901) 5873000.

Two 318 Dodge Motor, 1
automatic transmission. 7 5 3 0 3 1 5 or
436-2149.
Wood for sale
livered anytime

De
474

27. Mobile Home Sales
10xSO Two bedroom
mobile home
Ec
onomical gas heat, furnished, good condition,

S2950.759-4552.

N.Mobile Home Rentals
Nice big unfurnished
mobile home, central
heat and air, water
furnished, TV tower.
Couples only no pets
Call 492-8348.

29. Heating-Cooling

Air

conditioning,

appliance

and

refrigeration

ser-

vice.

All

brands.

759-1322.
30. Business Rentals
•

WANT
TO RENT
Two car stall clean op
shop on payed reed.
753-6267

W
a
r
e
h
o
u
s
e
[

Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

S;

A4is.Far Rat

MSc Sale
It Pm**
111•11•111.11
1
one mit old 2 bedroom, Centen1•1 sweet
unfurnished. N or potatoes tar sate Pt
Mht
',mood Subd. $311. Murray, 7S3-16,
14004141.
Specious two bedroom,
ternistitd. one block
from campus. Call 759-

41. Public Sale

;WU
SALE
Set. 7-4
1531 Lowden Dr.

34. Housesfor Rent

O.Real Wale
CENTURY 21 Loretta

OW Cars
w73 Pore LTD. ex
Jobs, Realtors says c•ii•nt condition.

-Thanks to tea ter a

trinomials,* September
in setting Property Our

office closed out 16
properties in Septum
While PrOCIPSiing
ber
1296
Delw eed
these properties, we
first lett before
had confect YAM Quite
qualified buyers
few
Neliday
Ian.
who also expressed an
inserts, in buying Do
Everything
you know of anyone who
may be thinking of
4 buying or selling real
estate/ 753-141I
Fri. amid Sat. 9-5.

I.

4756 or 753-92011.
Three room furnished
upstairs •partment,
water furnished. One
Person or couple 7539925

SAN

311E 31"111C 3110 311:b

(Mien and ma
Alethes,

a

gsloshk

reap
1500 Dudley. 436-2512
heed, toys,
Extra nice 3 bedroom
household
end
house located in
Murray. $395 per
New drapery rods,
misc. items.
month, security deposit, •
storm doors sad winno pets. Call 753-0139 or
dows, OS can has
436-2935.
kettle, Frail, Used
Furnished one bed
room, Pine Bluff, $195
Steve, 7/
1
2 Rockwall
month. Watch deer
Table SIN, Vs" wood
from large sundeck. Os the dock at the
proosaw, weed doors
759-9577 or 753-1914.
Playhouse is the Otymod
oilhor items.
Lake front, 3 bedroom
Canny Part. leeks,
21$ Maramira, Fri.
brick, 2 baths, fireplace
tools, household
2 levels. Coleman Real
aid Sat.
Estate,753-94191.
hems, soma clothes •
Suitable for two
and %rubor,. Each
families, 2 levels, 2
purchase a lama
kitchens, 5 bedrooms, 3
that *worts year
baths, central heat and
air. Also wood heaters
corawnwity theatre.
14 acres 753-9898.
23,
Stotts 8:30 Fridey unOct.
Sat.,
Three bedroom, 2 bath, til 4, 8:30 Sat. NON
Estates.
Whitnell
brick home, central
ma. Call 751-1752
heat and air and
1217 Dogwood. 8
fireplace. 24x32 or bring items to he
p.m.
a.m.-5
workshop. 20x32 open
donated for sale.
shed. Bell City area.
Postpone nett the
376 - 2916 between
next Saturday if
7-9p.m.
Tri-plex, 2 bedroom
rains.
with washer and dryer,
stove and refrigerator,
lease required. 753-9240.
Two bedroom brick,
stove and refrigerator,
recently insulated 8
Sat., 8-?, 208 I.miles southeast of
van.
Children
Murray. Married
couples, references,
clothing,
shoes,
deposit. Call 492-8594.
boots,
motorcyTwo bedroom, deck,
garage, $275 per month
cle, snare drum,
Sat. Oct. 23
plus deposit. 753-1492.
etc.
900 Poplar St.

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

way

GARAGE
SALE

'fad
Sale

5-Party
Yard
Sale

37. Livestock-Supplies

7:30-4:00

Black Angus Bull, approx. 2 I/2 years old.
Paris Landing Area.
(901) 232-8688.
Holstein bull calves, 4
months old, one could

111111.1.1
=
11.
Rooky

outiatnatk Can be
seen at 423 S etti 2 le to
5 30p m
1914 Grand Prix. goat
machinist condition
body in good shape. tor
more information call chimneys PrIt• es'
tirnoties Can 783 SOS
1534630
FREE ESTIMATES On
1075 Chevy liAanza.
cyclinder. I speed. good An Electrical, Plumb
shape. runs wren Cali ing, Pawittes. end Wen
751-4103 Ask Para *soot Licensed
713-91111
Cast 753-1092w 713 van
tor Mork Albertan
U76 Buick Century Fence saies at Seers
Station Wagon $1,33/1 now Cali Sears 1837310
713-4,44
tor free estimate for
noses
1076 Toyota Corolla.

or

good condition. AM FM
cassette, tope and
rod*. radial tires. color
red. asking price $1,050
Call 435 .4439.

Mos Casa se Casa
Ileyorifireislyerre

bid& Sanaa Owe 191111
1912 Caliweter 86.6
lihirrea, Whisky 1,071
(W2)7534186
Mellow
AIL.IMP*
bear
Deemed& Ilueard

1977 Buick Skynawk.
V 4 Cylinder, 4 speed.
air, power brakes.
Power steering. real
sharp_ Call after 5 p.m
753 7317
1911 Toyota Corolla
Sport Coupe. blue S

YARD
SALE

be registered. After
5:00,753-7997.

Sat. 8-2 p.m. 522
Brood

St.

Swing

M. Pets-Supplies

rack, boys
end
605 Vine. Moving
AKC Alaskian Maleverything
clothes, sizes 2-4
Sale,
amute puppies, nice
baby
toddler,
Pets or guard dogs,
will sell. Sat. and
shots and wormed. Call
clothes
all
clothes,
Sou.
/53-9390.
'
sizes.
AKC Basset hound
Duplex (one side has 3 puppies. 8 weeks old.
bedrooms, 1 bath, one 489-2599.
side 2 bedrooms, 1 bath.
Rents for ,$425 month. AKC Cocker breeding
$50 or
Large patio, storage stock, some bred
building, some appliances will trade for AKC
register puppy, any
10-S p.m. Sot, oninclud,ed. Low 850's. KOPCall 901-648-5024
PERUD REALTY. 753- bred.
1 5 0 3
ly.
or 901-648-5225.
1222.
Clayshire.
Lots of
AKC German Shepherd
Efficiency apartment
St.
adults,
AKC
Elm
puppies,
719
for 1 single only. Call
baby items and
Australian cattle dogs,
753-5980.
puppies from Import
clothing,
also
Furniture.
,
One and two bedroom Champion. 436-2858.
some large size
apartments, available
mopeds, gates,
in November. Embassy AKC German Shepherd
clothing and other
puppies 60 champions,
Apartments, 753-3530.
misc.
also guard dogs and
odd
and ends.
Three rooms and bath, Registered Eskimo
furnished or un- Spitz. 502-554-2153.
b.
furnished, close to ca
43. Real Estate
mous. Coleman Real AKC Registered
At CENTURY 21
Doberman puppies, 759Estate. 753-9898
Loretta Jobs., Real4588 or 753-7637.
Two bedroom furnished Boxer pups AKC, fawn,
tors. Rediscover the
apartment redecorated.
teens)... Price range,
Then., Fri., Sat. 9
black mask, white
Also downstairs aparthat is...This exmarkings, first shots.
tment located within
a.m.-5 p.m. 1309
ceptionally neat two$150.00. Greenville,
one block of MS U
bedroom home in town
Kirkwood.
Tenn. 901-235-2705.
campus, 2 bedroom
has just been
living room, dining Enjoy the pleasure of an
Clothes, toys, furredecorated -interior
room, kitchen and bath. obedient trained dog.
economical
and
pictures,
nitere,
Adults only. Lease and Problems solved. Inaluminum siding exterdeposit required. Call ternational known
books, bedspread,
ior - plus low -low
trainer, 436-2858.
753-9208 after 4 p.m.
utility costs for your
bike and lots
trail
budget and fenced yard
Two bedroom, two bath, Free to good home, 1
for your children and
Mere.
central heat and air, year old Daschund
•
pets. Dial 7531492 now
washer and dryer hook- puppie. Call 753-1567.
.to start your
up. Cali 753-3949.
Golden Retriever pups,
investment.
Unfurnished 2 bedroom, A K C Champion
Farm land 100 acres 2
Northwood Subd $295 bloodlines. Cadiz, 5226363.
miles East of Murray.
per month 1-898-4141
Set. 8-3. Calvary
14 crop rent. Strout
Temple. 641
alt 753-0186.
South. Last of the
Paden & Thurman
year sole. Lots of
losarsocs
bargains.
Rail Estate
•MUSCRIPTIONS 0MM FRUIT DINES
Soirthsido Card Sq.
Everything
most
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES Mt RENT AND SALE
Norm, Kostiocky
goI in cue of rain
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
Nee sale will be in*MUSH* OSTOMT PRODUCTS
fleau
-friul rural home in
Free bakery se ProarlodenibOlylings
side.
excellent location and
with lots of money
earning potential. This
well built home has 4
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath, and
2 stories. Live in com•
fort with built-in apAuto clean up shop, 5
stalls with air compressor. Contact Howard Brandon. 153-4389.

32:Ai1s:For do"

Yard
Sale
Sat. 8.?

3 Party
Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

WALLIS DRUG

with more upstairs for 2
bedrooms. Only $11,500.
Call Spann Realty As
soc. 753-7724.
If you need a 3 bedroom
house with extra income to make part of
your payment. Take a
look at this one, extras.

condition. Howard
Brandon, 753-4309.

Apache fold-down de
luxe. 753-0251

before

2:30.

pliances in kitchen,
utility room, central air
and heat, wall to wall
carpeting, patio deck, 2
fireplaces and 2 car
garage. Make money by
renting 2 bedroom log
cottage or renovate
older store building.
For private showing
call Spann Realty As-

crease the number of potential customers you may contact with
You advertising.
Start now run your Yard Sale ad on Channel 13 by calling the
classified section of the Merrey Ledger & Times.

office

hours.
boodles for d oils is 11:00 AM the day before you wish year ad to sparer.

•

Lake Refrigeration Air
coneitioners, smell an
*twice* reetived 4/4

•

1041
Leaves are haii,n•
14 CrC you, Guile,
Guards intifillied 'sow

7$311315
AAA

Costes

Made Canes*

book:am,

753-3317

Net-

Cede

Cableets

Guttering by Sears
Soars continuous gut
tees installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 7837310 for tree
estimate
JC & C Sheeting Vinyl.
aluminum, steel & vinyl

Residential. Lot&
Mamma. Cal Noah
MAW,754-1715 or
733-076.

etc.

Itosmenabie
436-2566

•

•
•
•
•
WELL Oeu.i.iNtli mad •

repair

Cemedled

MO 0

Orman, McKensie TN. •,
Ir.'s/04n resioentiel ;
one commercial' 901 •
•
383 3.?'
Wilt

odd
ins. de
rating

is

Pond

illavfl

alla

•

PERM SPECIAL
Retain Perm 115 Call
733 2246 by appointment

cleaning gutters Call
ha MO
Will inayeen hand sews. •
only ltitadquarterti circular saws. and
Family Nair Care chain sows 7131456
Center
Painting Paperhanging

Cornrnercl•I
Residential Interior
Exterior Farm
aullefings 35 years
experience tr•rnon
Ferris 759 1907
Sammy Tidwell Paint
ing Contractor Es
OtrierKed Interior and
exterior painting Free
estimate

Call

753 14I6

or 753047
INIMMININNEMBP

WELL
MULLIN

SHOW*
feb fee lege or fee
essdl.
yew demo
or ours. Sole or olio.
Per Selo 19/1 foessie
Trail Mc I /S. doe e
largo *sooty of
series silo eels.
Cosiest el•rroy
linseed& Trelfer
Ulm

Ws specialise is ram
rest plank alas. lastall miter Eon and
water xts•Ti;

Ow,94 led.
753-5334.

I
Licensed electrician ter

residential and corn
mercial Heating and
aircondition, gas in
stallatIon and repair

NW.
EllsIMO

SI. Free Calms

111464-3476

Two free kitchens. 783 -

•
•
•

Mt

•
•
•

1982 Reim or Shies. Three elfforte properties in tire* difforeat locations.

ture, completely
peted, appliances
air conditioning
cluded. Very nice.

carand
in$24,

500. Call 1-328-8739.
Owner transfering must
/
2 bath
sell. 3 bedroom 11
on beautiful wooded lot.
House completed in
1982, new appliances,
drapes, blinds and carpets. 843.000, 1618 Oak
Hall. 753-5014.

P.Motorcycles
1978 MX 100 Yamaha,
excellent condition. 7532948.
1910 Bianci Snarl.
Moped, like new, only 90
miles. Original cost
$695; will sacrifice for
$350. Call 436-5504 after
6p.m.
1982 Honda MB5 .50cc,
$100 and take over
payments, 206 Riviera
Courts.
74 MX 360 dirt bike,
good shape, $275. 7591829 after 5:00 p.m.
Motor trailer. Will
carry three motorcycles. 8100. 753-2503.
4.Auto Services

SERVICE

ELEC-

TRICAL

AND

PLUMBING
REPAIRS

AND

WELL PUMPS.

Sole at 1:00 p.m., Hwy. 641 South, 2 miles from Murray Beautiful

brick home, 1 Vis acres land, living room, 1
both, fireplace, 3
bedrooms, breakfast room, living dining area, carpeting, built iris,
patio, 2 Car garage.
Tract No. 2.

N.L. FORD

435-41S2
FLOOR SANDING
AND RINSNING

20 peers experieeee.
Stained Haws ear
specialty.
DONAU
FLOOR CO.
354-6127
Build and Repair
tobacco barns. Free
estimate. Call 435-4347,

Roofing Al Types, 15
years experience, al
wont prorowtood. Dal
4/4-25110
Of 245-2642.

Sole will be held at 2-00 p.m. Three choice occupied rental properties, 508R, 510R and 512 R South 12th Street in Murroy. These
three nice houses ore all rented to good tenants, ore nOvOr vacant, and have good income. Would be ideal to live in one and
rent the other two and the 190' X 165'lot would have good com.
merciol possibilities with lot in front. Property is situated across
the street from Jerry's Restaurant in the rear of McCuiston's Shell
Service with ingress ond egress to 12th St. Property is Zoned 8-2
(Highway Business). This property is sold subject to tenants
rights. These houses will be sold seporately and then os a whole
The property was owned by the late Rex Alexander and James
Majors and is being sold for division with his estate Owners
Doris Alexander and James Maiors
Tract No. 3

%.1/1 I.,tio.V404
lifor
,
••

14.
6_
1 HJ
q?!fif
'7,1
,
"

CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or QuickDry Cleaning.
(Upholstery

Cleaning).

Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5117.
Sava Cs.
swims mil slayl Wit
testis Iris curl.
Mates. Can WM Ed
/13-8111.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex.

perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4747359. nights 474-2276

7531222

Call KOPPERUD
REALTY
7531222.

sewdeet sad daps Coe
ter Wee esametes Rob
hem* 01434.3 or Sib
Ken" Jr 4$43P$

AUCTION SALE

soc. 753-7724.

Newly decorated
duplex 11
/
2 blocks
from the University. Situated on a
tree shaded lot
with security
lights in backyard.
Priced at $32,500.

snovict tor Pr. •
caw neer* 11,
41140%
10 B1 MOM Weft me rossiorrar tree care •
ermme. Istillsiag only Milner mans
.

Phone 753 7203.
heat pump, central air,
range, dishwasher, ex- S3. Services Offered
haust fan, on 11
/
2 acres.
Well landscaped lot.
Alawiwin and Ifbryl
Priced at only $64,900.
KOPPERUD REALTY.
siding mud Abrams=
753-1222.
trim for el homes. It
Saturday October 30,
New, lovely and
09101 10.191141.
secluded 2 bedroom
AA 9.km..
home on a tree studded
753-11173
4ot near Cypress
Springs Electric heat,
Tract No. I
APPLIANCE
carpeting, air conditioner, range and re- SERVICE- Kenmore,
frigerator included. Westinghouse,
10x20 wooden deck. Whirlpool. 20 years
Reduced to $16,500. experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
KOPPERUD REALTY
Bob's Appliance Ser753-1222.
vice 202 S. 5th St.
Owner must sell or 7 5 3
4 8 7 2 ,
trade. New cedar sid
753-1886(home
ing, 2 bedroom lake anailin111.11111111.1i
Cabin. All new furni-

We are proud to offer this additional service to you our
customers and we sincerely believe that this service will in-

*vim Mired
Inlatelars1
& S STUMP RIA60 *see weeti he 'thief e
VAL Cie vise n••d Wiest tagooss& ••••k. •
elideps removed teem ono. shape*. celeldele
year yard or one roamtval she Mara Can •
damnat sivaaatWe 110YI
YR...

thee,

St Boats-Moiors

Sailrider SR 2 wind
surfing board, like new
with two sails, retail for
Lovely 3 bedroom, 2 $1,099, will take 8600 or
bath home in Coldwater best offer. Call 474-7211
area. Central electric Ask for Joe.

NOTICE

Starting this week, the Murray Ledger & Times will
offer a new service to its customers. All yard sale ads
that appear in the Ledger and Times will be run on
Channel 13. Cablevision for a small additional fee.
Your ad will appear on Channel '13 for a full day (24
times) for a additional charge of $2.50 per day. For
the complete charge of ) $7.50 per day your ad will
appear in the classified section of the Lodger & rases
and on Channel 13 on the day or days that you select.
Your ad must appear in the regular edition of the
Ledger & Times to qualify you for this service.

dose owlet.
Widow doe eloss
sad
Iord used
Amen. Sellifeefise
perms..g.

speed AM - SWeo, Air,
86,200. Also Stereo
4S.farmskr Sale
system including
100 Acres, over 110 cabinet. UM. 753 laSe.
tillable, house barn and Triumph convertible.
coated aluminum siding
crib. Marshall Calloway sharp. 51,195.751-1501.
and trim for houses
County line. 1165,000.
Also fiberglass shake
Brenda Sins Realtors. S.Used Trucks
siding We also put on or
1-354-4325 or 1-154-69130
1975 El Camino, tan repair galvanised end
with black vinyl top, aluminum
roofs and
46. Homesfor Sale
power steering, power siding for barns 799
BUY!
Newly
GREAT
brakes. Asking $1,850 1400 office or 75.30330
remodeled home in Call 753-0541.
home
Hazel. Price has been
sesmeommaMillIMINP
cut because owner
ers
MUST SELL. This 3 51. Canl
bedroom home has a 1973 Dodge Tioga Motor
new bathroom, pOrch, Home, 20 ft., sleeps 6,
ROOF
family room, utility completely self con
PNOBLEAtSt
tamed,
needs motor
room, all new wiring
and plumbing and built work. $4000. 436 5510.
lard • mood opiin appliances in the 1977 20 ft. Man of War, aioat toild-ep or
kitchen. Lots of space travel trailer, excellent

753.3949.

Yard
Sale

Phone 753-1916, or 753-1917 during our regular

war.

Smice011mel
.......

Chown Swam CaN
raw * soca: am le
illeintment 43143111 or
/62-471/3
caner**. taut wick
ossipirients. Ova
stations drive ears.
womots
woe. awl

PAINTING
S.Used Cars
rei9 Charger, good
condition, many extras,
S.15.3 3351
1969 Plymouth Sport
Fury Convertible 313
Torq ueflite, good running condition 753-9361.

MESON
DAY
753-3716

753-5292

Sole will be held at 3:00 p.m. 10 acres of choice development pro04011Y, on North 16th Street Extended, in Murray, within 1 mile of
Murray State University, just off Highways 121 and 641 Property
ochoirts the University North Form Complex and has over 1200
fey of frontage and lays well for any type use It would be hard to
find better investment property than this. Owners Ted Edwards
and Ralph Emerine,

4

Terms 10% down date of sole bokince within 20 Min.
•

BOYD-MAJoRS REAL EStArE
Mayfield& Wlngo
247-7,79-374-2222
La James R. Cash. Ti.,

n

0,7

7.024V4-440* Fr 6.134.9.39
IRV. AiSTI A)

roux do acing wows sin ere or mew% row•oriwit
Foie XI02/814 AM* Is.yo•stye
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Lawrence's
sites today
Services for Henry H.
:Lawrence are being conducted today at 2 p.m. in
:the chapel of J.H. Chur*chill Funeral Home. The
R.J. Burpoe is ofiiciating. The Grace Baptist Church Choir with
Leland Peeler as director
and Dwane Jones as
organist are providing
the music.
Serving as active
pallbearers are Dewey
Hall, John Simmons, Otis
Hatcher, Larry Hurt,
T.D. McMillen and Glenn
Dixon. Honorary
pallbearers are deacons
of Grace Baptist Church.
Burial will be in Scotts
Grove Cemetery with
Leland Peeler to sing at
the graveside rites.
Mr. Lawrence, 321
Woodlawn, died Wednesday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Reba Wilson
Lawrence, two step
daughters, Mrs. Grayson
McClure and Mrs. Bill
Edwards, step daughterin-law, Mrs. Porter
Chilcutt; three sisters,
Mrs. Lorene Paul, Mrs.
Mary Kennell and Mrs.
Katie Barnett; several
step grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

Prices furnished br First
of Miohigok 111sedmmin
Bldg.
tairmielel Ammo
.4 m
Am PFROIMM
ill me
Ailimf
3I% +44
MestleesIldephset
OM .-A.
lawmiler
fift +44
Dopsol•
int Of
m me.
G..t.7
Mb +As
ac.
G. MA=
.. .10e +41,
— MIA me
George L. Scully, 79, Goirel Tin
Murray Manor Apartments, died today at 2
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was
a retired real estate
broker.
Born July 10, 1903, in
Lowell, Maas., he was the
son of the late James F.
Scully and Jane Ellen
Feeney Scully.
Mr. Scully is survived
by one son, George D.
Scully, Louisville, and
one sister, Mrs. W.H.
(Christine) Graham,
Murray.
Rites will be Saturday
at 10 a.m. at the Murray
City Cemetery. The Rev.
Louis Piskula, pastor of
St. Leo's Catholic
Church, will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements, but there
will be no visitation.

T.W. Lofton Rites Monday
George Scully
dies;funeral at cemetery
dies; services
on Thursday for Mr. Jones
on Saturday
The funeral for Thomas
W.(Tommy) Lofton was
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. W.R.
Johnson officiated.
Burial was in Jenny
Ridge Cemetery in Land
Between the Lakes.
Mr. Lofton, 68, Rt. 7,
Benton, died Tuesday at
11 p.m. at his home. He
was a retired employee of
Conalco Aluminum Co.,
Benton, and a member of
Benton Baptist Temple.
Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Evelyn Lofton; five daughters, Mrs.
Patsy Watkins and Mrs.
Shirley Walker of Grand
Rivers, Mrs. Viola
Ringstaff and Mrs. Doretta Mills of Gilbertsville
and Miss Freda Lofton of
Benton; one son, Robert
Lofton of Benton.
Also surviving are six
sisters, Miss Lou Rachel
Lofton, Mrs. Ines Cothran
and Mrs. Olene Cothran,
all of Murray, Mrs.
Mathel Turner of Benton,
Mrs. Mae Higgins of
Cadiz and Mrs. Dallie
Mitchuson of Aurora; 12
grandchildren.

John W. Jones, 88, 709
Poplar St., Murray, died
Thursday at 9 a.m. at
Crittenden County
Hospital, Marion.
He was a disabled
veteran of World War I
and a member of Chapter
50 of the Disabled
American Veterans of
Calloway County.
Born Feb. 20, 1894, in
Stewart County, Tenn.,
he was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. George
Jones.
A step sister, Mrs.
Edith Sexton of Dover,
Tenn.,survives.
Services will be Monday at 11 a.m. at Fort
Donelson National
Cemetery, Dover, Tenn.
John Dale will officiate.
In charge of arrangements will be Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call
after 2 p.m. Sunday.

read, speak, or write. He
is taken in by the people
of the town, yet is later
murdered.
Several organizations
on the campus have contributed funds to support
the International Film
Festival, including the
University Center Board,
the Center for International Programs, the Office of continuing Educat i on,t he College of
Humanistic studies, the
College of Creative Expression, the Department
of English and the
Department of Foreign
Languages.

(
r
*
*
*
*
*
*
4(
4(

At
Western Baptist Hospital
Paducah, Ky.
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Youths should steady scononsic effect
We 44i
POW
X111
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HOW DOES IT
FEEL...
Granddaddy!
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WASHINGTON(AP) — plug out of school or going
Undecided youths should ahead and getting their
consider the economic ef- diploma
fect on their lives of drop-

Inr••••••,•••-••..•

HMI
40th Birthday
To
Larry Bogard

4(
Steak Finger
Bar-B-Q
4( ft Plate
.French Fr
Basket
*
Fries
tflif •Bor-B-Q
* i I '*French Fries
*Cherry Peppers
Beans
* !il1,)l; 'Baked
*Slow 8, Bun
*Toasted Bun
*
'Med. Drink
•Reg. Drink
•
* ii
$1.99
* l'ff
Prices G•011 Ulltil Oct. 27
NOW OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK
I)it
* ri
DRIVE MOOCH WINDOW
IENENT
CONV
I
1
*
I1•
4( ill'/
T.J.'s BAR-B-Q (Xklt 11
4( ,•, . Chests& St., Men, 153-0045
Ian7./01111.
.......

LeOlvi

NOTICE

The City Clerk's Office Will Be Open
Saturday, October 30, 1982, 8:30
A.M. Until 12:30 P.M. For Collection
of 1982 City Property Taxes. A 10%
Penalty Will Be Applied To All Unpaid
Property Taxes After 10/31 /82.

Jo Crass, City Clerk

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT
OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL KY. LAKE

/2 PRICE SPECIAL

GOODIVEAR

Friday-Saturday-Sunday
October 22,23,24

C and S
STRIPPING
We do stripping and
refinishing -brass
polishing
available also.
Located ot Court
Square Antiques
114 S. Stie
753-7419

4(
4(
4(

W.F. CHUMLEY, M.D.,
PAUL BOOM, JR., M.D.,
And
KENNETH PEAT, M.D.
Wish To Announce That
NASSIR SAGHAFI, M.D.
Has Joined Them For The Practice Of
Radiation Oncology

German film showing
scheduled on Monday
A German film titled
"Kaspar Hauser or
Every man for Himself,
and God Against All" will
be shown free of charge
twice on Monday, Oct. 25,
at Murray State University as the second program
in the 1982-83 International Film Festival.
Showings of the 110minute coor film are
scheduled at 2:30 and 7
p.m. in the theatre on the
third floor of the University Center. Dr. Uwe
Reichenback, professor
of foreign languages at
Murray State, will introduce the motion picture at the evening program.
Directed by Werner
Herzog, "Kaspar
Hauser" was called a
"stunning fable of universals" by Richard Eden,
New York times film
critic.
Based on an actual
historical event, the film
is the story of a young
man who mysteriously
appears in a German
town and is unable to

Stock market

Chicken Filet Dinner
Buy One At Regular Price
$4.95
Get The Second At 1 /2 Price

SPECIAL SHIPMENT

Includes: boneless breast filets, french fries,
slaw, onion rings, slaw, rolls and honey.
Off Hwy. 121 S.

436-3496

Approximately S miles Smith of New Concord

www

"1982 CLEAN UP SALE"
All 1982 models must go to make room for our 1983 models. Our factory carry
over allowances have been received and we are pacing the savings on to you.
PONTIAC 6000LE SEDAN

We have Lust received a
SpecialShipment ofin-line,
first quality Goodyear
radials. If you can use any
of the 11 sizes shown, you
cannot go wrong on the
savings. Quantifies are
limited(no rain checks).
Sale ends at closing time,

4O(25

1982

Sere
Money...
pipe bending
to year specs.
•TAILPIPES
*DUALS
*EXHAUST PIPES

Discount
Mufflers

1912
1912
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982

Stock No.
Was
C215
Cadillac FleetwoodBrougham (Demo)
21,304.00
C2B9
Cadillac Cimmorran
13,911.00
8206
Buick Century LTD Sed.
12,7. 1.61
8206
Buick Century LTD Sed.
12,690.67
8212
Buick Century Cust. Sed.
11,315.67
238
Olds Firma Sed.
9,847.76
P217
Pont. 12000 Coe
9,058.76
Pont. 6000 C.
10,801.63
PM
Pont. 6000 Cpe.(Demo)
11,187.63
P224
Pont. MOO Sed.
10,558.67
P238
Pont. Trans Am
14.640.71

Now
17,600.00
11,995.00
10,511.90
10,511.90
9452.04
8,418.84
7,655.12
8,995.00
9,444.56
8,907.21
13,633.78

SATURDAY OCT 23rd
Sin

has

On Exhoust Parts
Inspection •

terwlic C eater

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St
Phone 753 9868

"Ritmo

P255I1115

10% »20% Off

Authorized Neill

P21515114

P71515115

P23515115

Buick Century

PURD011

omipirs

"Satisfied Customers are our main concern.- 14116 West Maii-733-6311

P155/101113
Ilarkwall. Pies
$1.52 FIT. Ni
trait eenial
'finny° Radial

Description

F21515115

PI1515111

Durieg this special sale we are 'florin 14.9% finociet to gialitied customers.
Our skew room will be nen from 6:30 p.m. 110p.s. liee. -Tees. -Thus. awl Friday.

Tiro time

Steel Billed
Radial
Steel Belted
CliStill
Whitewall
blial
PslYsTiel
_
_
CUM
SIMI kited
Whitewall
PgYsNII
blial
ISittertl Belted
TWIN
Whitewall

P19575111

P155/11113
Whitewall. Plus
$1.53 FIT. Ns
trade seeded
Custom Polysteol Radial

Sterne

Wkiliwill

Cato
Pslystn1

loin

Ont.
Pelystsel
—
gni.
bissil
While lettersT
Whitewall

All Kellar
Radial Tire
Slit Mid
Iblial
Nigli Petersen
Fiberglass Radial

SALE
sue°
stee
16500
1100
$6ir
$71.5
‘' .
5-7506
I

Pia 51.111.fiN TIT **MN m size.
Irak midst

SALE DEADLINE:5p.m. SATURDAY, OCT. 23rd
COMPARE THEN SHOP US FOR
•QUALITY .VALUE .PRICE •I.TfloAS
YOUR GOODYEAR DEALER

90 DAYS SAME AS CASHRUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT
RUDOLPH TIRES ALIGNMENT T53so-01529h5
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

